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Dedication 

To Selma Burke, with love from Maria and Caroline. 
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“Faith is taking the first step even when you don’t see the whole staircase.”  

– Dr. Martin Luther King 
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Notes on the text  

This is a flight of fancy, based on the incredible life and talent of Dr. Selma Hortense 
Burke. While many of the events in the play are based on true life, many liberties have 
been taken by its creators. (Selma lived from 1900 - 1995 which is approximately 
49,932,000 minutes – here imagined are 100 of them.) 
 
/ indicates overlap of dialogue 
… ellipse a thought that goes from public to private 
- cut off interruption 
-Italics bold indicate direct quote attributed to Dr. Burke and other historical figures 
* indicate text in the public domain 
(#) These lines maybe cut if there is a firework ban 
 

Notes on the set   

The set may be lavish or minimal.  
With a minimal set 
  Divan on wheels that can serve as the hospital bed/coffin,  

Large box then becomes a desk/table/plinth (3 holes cut on one side so that heads    
may pop up)  
Two chairs with wheels   
An easel  
A brass reticular frame a silver circular frame 
Drapes on rod and pipe can be wheeled to confer and delineate space 

 
In most scenes specific art piece has been linked; the representation of the art is more 
important than the set.  

 

Notes on the art  

The pictures of the art in this script are here only to guide the actors, they do not confer 
copyright. The actors portray all the art, no PowerPoints needed. This isn’t an 
educational lecture.  Actors’ heads pop out of boxes to form busts, they lie down on a 
skateboard to be pushed across the stage (as in the brown fish), they can be made bigger 
with shadows and light or smaller, they can have makeup or fabrics that complement the 
materials. Sometimes they step out of their surroundings as if being chiseled. Sometimes 
they are ridged and sometimes they are pliable. Sometimes they move of their own 
volition and sometimes they are moved by others. 
 
Directors and movement specialists can come together to interweave more than one body 
to make one image. The statues are always alive, and they may have responses to Selma 
in the scenes, sometimes they talk to her, argue…. 
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Setting 

The play takes place in various locations. Things are very fluid and seamlessly meld together, 
there are to be no blackouts with set changes.  

 Sarah Lawrence College Yonkers, New York  
 Selma’s apartment/studio in Harlem, New York  
 Hospital ward for Dementia Patients  
 St. Agnes Hospital Nursing School, Raleigh, North Carolina 
 College lecture hall 
 Atelier of Matisse, Paris 
 The Oval Office, White House Washington, DC 
 R. S. Lewis Funeral Home, Memphis, Tennessee 
 A Street corner in Harlem 
 Inside Selma’s mind -a brass rectangle frame and a silver circle frame 
 The office of John Sinnock, the Federal Mint, Washington, DC 
 FBI Washington Field Office, Washington, DC 
 NYC rooftop 
 Hospice 
 Selma Burke School of Sculpture, New York  
 WOB AM radio station 
 Art Gallery 
 The Catholic hospital 
 Marshall Park, Charlotte, North Carolina  
 
 

Time 

The time is fluid and spans from 1925 – 1980  
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Characters 

Actor 1 –  Selma Burke 

Actor 2 – Claude McKay, Papa Burke, Duke Ellington, Bobby B, Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King (Art piece-  Black male sculpture, Island Dancer.)  

Actor 3 –  Hannah, Mrs. Rivers, Professor, First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, Frau 
Keller, Thug, Annette (Art pieces- Woman and Child, snowwoman, 
Burke- Reclining Nude, female white clay head, Standing Female Nude, 
The Angel, Island Dancer, Light and Shadow.) 

Actor 4 –  Professor, Dr. Dawkins, Henri Matisse, Franklyn Delano Roosevelt, 
Gentleman, Mortician, J Sinnock, Thug, Vendor, Agent, Hazlett, 
Dime, Bas Relief, Herman Kobbe, Auctioneer. (Art pieces- white angel, 
brown fish, all the brief flashes of slides of 14 European artists, Matisse 
recline nude, white kissing head, Sadness, bas relief, dime.)  
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ACT ONE Scene 1  

 

Selma V.O. Once upon a time I was humble, but I don’t feel that anymore… Let everyone 
judge me. Let anyone judge me. I am too proud to ask appeal. I am whatever I 
am.  

 

 Hans-Boehler portrait of Burke 

 

Lights up on an art studio Sarah Lawrence College, Yonkers New York 

There is a curtain and an easel and divan. 

(Selma enters, she is barefoot and wearing a hospital housecoat. Following her 
into the room is Hannah.) 

 
Hannah  I will be sketching you for the anatomy portion of my portfolio. 
 
Selma  So, not for the whole class? 
 
Hannah Sarah Lawrence College models after the Oxford and Cambridge system of one-

on-one student faculty tutorials. My art professor is working in the adjacent studio 
and will be supervising intermittently, checking up on us. Hope that’s OK. 

 
Selma  Hmm. 
 
Hannah I know this is your first-time modeling and I just want to say I don’t mind if you 

pull your robe up when he is in the room. If you feel to er… 
 
Selma I won’t. 
 
Hannah  Oh, I just thought this being your first time, Miss. 
 
Selma Mrs. Burke. Selma will be fine. 
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Hannah Your husband doesn’t mind you modelling in the nude? 
 
Selma I shouldn’t think he would, I’m a widow. 
 
Hannah Oh, I’m sorry. I know that this can be good work for the disadvantaged or 

unemployed. 
 
Selma I’m neither.  
 
Hannah Oh! Where do you work? 
 
Selma I work at a hospital. 
 
Hannah That’s a lot of floors to mop, (cheerfully) I expect you have well defined muscle 

structures. 
 
Selma I don’t clean, I nurse. 
 
Hannah You’re a nurse! 
 
Selma I’m actually a sculptor but nursing pays the bills. It also gives me the opportunity 

to study the human form. As a nurse I see people in all their diversity and 
adversities: the young, the old, the strong, the weak, tall, huddled in pain. I have 
observed patients limping, oozing pus from all their orifices, bodies that are 
battered and bruised from whippings and knifings. Dead bodies, slashed, 
strangled, shot, lynched- 

 
Hannah Lynched! 
 
Selma Yes, lynched, suspended from a tree and- 
 
Hannah I know what lynching is. I just didn’t- 
 
Selma Didn’t know it was still happening? Yes chil’, I know just about all there is to 

know about the human form. The way the skin changes colours in the folds, what 
happens when it gets angry and boils up, what it looks like in every crevice, 
smooth alabaster, rough like cement, blue, white, pink, black, brown, pasty.  

 
Hannah  Oh God. 
 
Selma  Wrinkled, and grey from cancer, yellow from cirrhosis, or black and peeling from 

3rd degree burns. I have seen scars, incisions, needle marks and amputated stumps.  
I have seen fingers necrotic from frostbite, exposed bones and muscles and sinew. 
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I have seen a leg chewed off by animals, a foot severed by a hunter’s trap, an arm 
snapped off by a streetcar- 

 
Hannah Could, could you… I think I’m going to be sick. 
 
Selma (Continuing) But today, I present my clean and healthy body for your art. (She 

drops the robe) How would you like me to pose? 
 
Hannah  Oh, the, the divan. However, however you’d like, Selma. 
 
 I’m, I’m just going to do some preparatory sketches. (She adjusts her easel) Great. 

Can you hold that pose? I’m going to need more light. (Calling out) Professor 
may I adjust the curtain to get more daylight? 

 (The Professor pulls back the curtain to reveal Claude also posing in the nude in a 
chair. The two artists say nothing as they observe and apply paint to the canvass 
and charcoal to the paper. Selma slowly turns her head looks over at the other 
model. Returns to her pose. Claude leans slowly in such a way as to 
surreptitiously look at Selma. The Professor coughs gently. Claude returns to his 
pose. Selma smiles. They both in unison slowly move their heads to see each 
other. They make eye contact.) 

(Time passes. Lights go down on Selma.) 
 
Professor Okay McKay, that will do for today.  
 
Claude I would prefer to be paid in cash after each sitting. 
 
Professor I’m afraid the college cuts the cheques weekly. (Shows him the canvas) What do 

you think? 
 
McKay (Joking) Obviously it was a little cold in the room. 
 
Professor I didn’t feel a chill. 
 
Claude Maybe we could have a redo in a less classical pose, (beat) let’s try a different 

position. 
 
Professor Well it’s after class hours, and all the students are back in the dorm, maybe I 

could pay, out of pocket for a private session… 
 
 (Claude draws the curtain.) 
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ACT ONE Scene 2 
 
Selma’s Apartment 
 

Divan, two chairs. 
 

 Photo SB Studio Trenton Journal 
 
 

(Claude, and Selma. There is a sculpture of a woman facing upstage she is 
holding a baby.  
 

  Untitled, (Woman and Child) Burke 
 
(A second figure is covered in a sheet. Claude wanders around looking at various 
accouterment, he picks up an “African mask” which is actually a small oval 
frame.) 

 
Claude Girls who get naked for money are either usually enslaved by dope or the 

rebellious daughters of preachers. 
 
Selma (laughs) Well now, yes, my father is a preacher, but he also works on the railroad, 

and was a chef on an ocean liner.  
 
Claude Yet they have the effrontery to say we are lazy. 
 
Selma He did everything he could to ensure we never went to bed hungry. He was 

always bringing me back art from all the places he visited. Like the mask you’re 
holding. 
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(Claude holds up a frame to his face he is now the mask of the warrior) 
 

Selma This is from West Africa, maybe made by kin, who knows.  My Grandaddy’s 
Gran was owned by- 

 
Claude (Takes down the frame/mask) -Don’t say their names. Mine were in slavery to 

British missionaries, by way of Jamaica. Let’s just hope we aren’t related… (for 
what I have planned later.) 

 
Selma Oh really? 
 
Claude I heard from behind the curtain that you are. I’m a widower. I’m sorry. How? 
 
Selma  He was a mortician and he accidentally injected himself with embalming fluid. 
 
Claude Now there’s a story.  
 
Selma You ever had a “needlestick injury?” 
 
Claude Jamaican rum is more my poison.  
 
Selma Hmmm. 
 
Claude At least nurses have steady incomes. One day maybe you’ll be able to give it up 

and be an artist full time. 
 
Selma Like you? You have money? 
 
Claude I am temporarily without funds. I model.  
 
Selma I model for extra money for my own studio. (She lies back seductively on the 

divan) You model for rent. 
 
Claude Technically not now. 
 
Selma You’re homeless? 
 
Claude Kicked me out didn’t want me doing my “little scribbles” as she called ‘em.  
 
Selma She wanted you to get a job? 
 
Claude You know the only jobs available for me? Doorman, street sweeper, vegetable 

peeler, shoeshine- 
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Selma And you’re too proud for that.  
 
Claude She left me after a year. 
 
Selma That long huh? Uh huh. Babies? 
 
Claude She had Ruth back in Jamaica.  
 
Selma Ruth, from the bible…you pick that? 
 
Claude No, I got to pick the middle name. 
 
Selma What you pick? 
 
Claude Hope. (Beat)You must have babies. 
 
Selma If I could have, I would have by now.  
 
Claude  So this isn’t of you holding your baby? 

 
Selma  No.  

Claude It has a certain naïveté. 

Selma I used to make little sculptures out of riverbed mud. Little figures you could carry 
around in your pocket the size of dice. This is the first piece I did in wood.  

Claude It’s very… maternal. 

Selma Yes. (Changes the subject.) Your novels will be published one day. 
 
Claude My poetry already is. 
 
Selma Oh yeah? 
 
Claude The pages of my books are smuggled into prison and passed around like highly 

valued contraband. 
 
Selma Does it inspire them? 
 
Claude If we must die, let it not be like hogs  

Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot,  
While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs,  
Making their mock at our accursed lot.  
If we must die, O let us nobly die.  
So that our precious blood may not be shed  
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In vain; then even the monsters we defy  
Shall be constrained to honor us though dead!  
 

Selma I see the results of all that violence at the hospital  
 
Claude  O kinsmen! We must meet the common foe!  

Though far outnumbered let us show us brave,  
And for their thousand blows deal one death blow!  
What though before us lies the open grave?  
Like men we’ll face the murderous, cowardly pack,  
Pressed to the wall, dying, but fighting back! *  

 
Selma You want to make death noble? 
 
Claude Woman, you just chip away with wood.  
 
Selma Chip away- 
 
Claude -I protest, I cast off the shackles- 
 
Selma -Can’t cast off the shackles if you’re copying a Shakespearian sonnet. 
 

(He is stung.) 
  
Claude You wield that tongue like a knife. A pallet knife. Dull. 
 
Selma For my tools, a chisel, and a hammer. I strike with such force that granite relents, 

giving up with grace the lines I command. 
 
 (He pulls the sheet off a sculpture, we see him-) 

  Untitled, Burke 
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Claude And this white angel with the pinched nose? Done in the style of “the brother” 
Michelangelo? 

 
 (Pause, stalemate.) 
 
Selma Well now, aren’t we a picture?  
 
Claude (Puts his arm around her.) Yeah.  
 
 (Pause) 
 
Selma What do you want to do now? 
 
Claude Fuck? 
 
 (They fall into each other) 
 
 
ACT ONE scene 3 
 
Dementia ward, Hospital 
 

 (Papa sits in chair. A brown fish swims by. Selma enters) 
 

  Fish, Burke 
 
Selma Hi Papa! 
 
Papa Brown Fish!  
 
Selma Papa, it’s Selma. 
 
Papa I know who you are, your mama thinks I’m going crazy but I’m not.  
 
Selma She’s just worried. 
 
Papa What do they know? 
 
Selma I’m a nurse. You trust me? 
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Papa You would go down to the river with your brothers to fish. They caught the fish 

from the river, and you made brown fish from the clay.  
 
Selma You remember that! 
 
Papa Don’t ask me what I had for breakfast. 
 
Selma One time I read a book about a snowman I decided to make me a big 

snowwoman. Tall and proud an’ naked.  
 

(She starts building a big white snowwoman, in flashback.)  
 

    Burke 
 

And Junior runs into it full on because he read the same story which ends with the 
boy smashing the snowwoman down.  
 
(The snowwoman is destroyed)  
 
I was mad. But I built her up again. Then a man came along and said it wasn’t 
decent, so he knocked it down. I cried and wouldn’t come home.  
 

Papa  Your Mamma sent me down to bring you home. 
 
Selma Yes, do you remember what you said? 
 
Papa No. 
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Selma The great thing about art is it’s always available for you. You can just make it 
again. 

 
Papa But your mama didn’t like you having those muddy creations in the house. 
 
Selma I had to hide ‘em under the porch. They were small but I wanted to make a big 

human sized one that nobody could knock down.  
 
Papa  Selma Hortense your mother always got mad ‘cause she said there was so much 

dirt on your clothes that when she washed them the water turned to mud. 
 
Selma That’s because I made faces out of clay and I put them in my pocket for safe 

keeping but then Mama would wash my clothes and, they melted in the boiling, 
soapy water. 

 
Papa And you would cry because you said all your art was destroyed but your mama 

was just trying to keep you clean. And you said if you made your little faces out 
of gold, silver, bronze they wouldn’t melt. Chil’ if I had had gold and silver I 
would have given it to you to do just that.  

 
Selma Mama threw out my bone collection too. 
 
Papa She was jus’ trying to protect you, so you didn’t get sick from picking up dead 

things. 
 
Selma I believe bones are sculptures made by god himself. 
 
Papa Selma your mama loves you. 
 
Selma She just kept pushing for me to be a nurse. Remember you said if I studied 

nursing, they would teach me how all them bones connect together. 
  
Papa And you did! 
 
Selma Only because you bribed me by making, “The Selma Burke Private Studio and 

Art Gallery”. Accessed only by a rope ladder in my bedroom that unfurled so I 
could climb up to the attic.  

 
Papa You promised you wouldn’t charge me admission when you had your first show.   
 
Selma I got to go back to work- 
 
Papa Look! Look what I have in my pocket child. 
 

(He pulls out at the small clay object, the size of a marble.) 
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Selma You still have this!  
 
Papa (Turns profile) Does it still look like me? 
 
Selma It’s still your face. I baked it in the sun so that you could take it with you on your 

journeys.  
 
Papa I took it with me everywhere for luck. This little face has been to Port of 

Mombasa in Africa.  

Selma Did you show it to anyone there? 

Papa I believe I kept it safe in my pocket. 

Selma Shoot, then I can’t say I’ve shown my work in Africa. 

 

ACT ONE Scene 4 

A hospital room teaching hospital. 

(The divan becomes the hospital bed.) 

(Mrs. Rivers is sitting in bed maniacally rocking back and forth, clutching a 
bundle wrapped in a blanket. Selma stands beside her. Dr. Dawkins is holding a 
clipboard beside Selma.) 

Dr. Dawkins Selma. All of the girls in your class haven’t been able to help Mrs. Rivers. You’re 
up.  

Selma Yes Doctor Dawkins. (She turns to the patient) Mrs. Rivers? 

(No reply.)  

Mrs. Rivers I am so sorry, so very sorry but I have to take the baby away now.  

(No reply.)  

I know you are hurting badly. I am not a mother, but I understand a little what you 
are feeling, my heart aches for you. 

Mrs. Rivers You can’t possibly understand! Don’t say you can. I know you are trying to be 
kind but the depth of suffering and pain I feel, you as a Negro cannot feel.  

Selma Well now… 

Mrs. Rivers Your people have become inured to suffering and pain. 
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Selma Mrs. Rivers, pain is pain, suffering is suffering, loss is loss. Nobody ever gets 
used to that no matter what you may have been told. 

Mrs. Rivers I cannot part with her. Please don’t make me. 

Selma We have to examine her. 

Mrs. Rivers She was stillborn. What is wrong with you? 

Selma We have procedures to follow. Then you can take her home and plan a funeral. 

Mrs. Rivers Bury her in the crib that my husband made, wrap her in a blanket that was quilted 
by my sisters. 

Selma I wish the situation were different, but God does not always agree with the desires 
of us mere mortals. 

Mrs. Rivers Don’t talk to me about God. If this is God’s doing, then I curse him. How could 
he let a mother carry a child for so long and then snatch her from me so cruelly?  

Selma I don’t know the answer to that. I am a preacher’s child, and I don’t know the 
answer.   

Mrs. Rivers Don’t take her, please. Let me hold her a little while longer. If you have a heart. If 
it’s true you are capable of feeling pain too, then let me keep her. Please, please.  

Selma Mrs. Rivers now she looks like a little baby girl, but rigor will set in, she will start 
to change- her little hands will freeze like claws, her little cheeks will sink, you 
don’t want to remember her like that. 

Mrs. Rivers I just want time to freeze this moment, this moment where she looks so perfect. 

Selma I can do that for you. 

(Selma takes the chart from the Doctor and flips the page over to the back of the 
chart and takes a pencil from her pocket.) 

Dr. Dawkins What are-? 

Selma  (To Mrs. Rivers) Hold still. 

  (Mrs. Rivers stops rocking, she holds the pose, Selma draws. 

  She holds out the sketch for Mrs. Rivers to see. 

  Mrs. Rivers’ face melts and she starts to cry. 

  Selma holds out the sketch with one hand. 

  Pause. 

  Mrs. Rivers holds out the bundle. 
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  Selma gives her the picture and takes the baby.) 

Dr. Dawkins You’ll need to take this down to the morgue. 

Selma  You take her to the morgue. (She hands the baby to the Doctor.) 

Dr. Dawkins And where are you going? 

Selma  Art school. 

  Mother and Child, Burke 

 

ACT ONE Scene 5 

Art School 

The black rectangle box upright is a lectern, chair. 

(As the scene progresses a rectangle black frame is dropped in or held up and the 
actor adjusts his pose or facial expressions as the list of artists is read out. The 
Professor stand at the lectern and clicks various slides to illustrate the artists of his 
lecture. Selma, sits in a chair looking up at her professor.) 

Professor Welcome to Art History. The word “art” is derived from the Latin ars, which 
originally meant “skill” or “craft.”  During our time together we will journey to 
where art originated with the ancient Greeks and Romans and from there to   
Renaissance Europe and then on to present day. 

 
I have curated for you the art of the geniuses who invite us to see the world 
through their eyes. Through their art we are fortunate enough to witness what it 
means to be human.  
 
We will be studying Michelangelo. Jan Van Eyck. El Greco. Davinci. Raphael. 
Rembrandt. Caravaggio. Rubens. Constable. Turner. Rodin. Botticelli. Gaugin. 
Seurat. Degas. Right up to the contemporary master work of Picasso and Matisse. 
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     Various, public domain 
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Professor Yes, Miss Burke 

Selma  You know my name out of all the students here? 

Professor  You’re the only- one of the women. 

Selma  I’m not sure this is the art school for me. You just showed me 20 pictures and 
none of them look like me. Do you teach art? 

Professor No, I teach art history. 

Selma Did any of them study here? 

Professor  (laughs) 

Selma Where did the last one study? 

Professor Matisse? 

Selma Yes, where did he study? 

Professor Paris… 

Selma Then I guess I should go there. 

(She gets up and leaves) 

 

ACT ONE Scene 6 

Matisse’s Atelier, Paris.  
 

(Matisse is conducting a lesson. As he speaks he works on his sculpture 
illustrating technique as he instructs. Selma follows along mirroring him. Both of 
them have clay and form their sculptures.) 
 

 
 

           
 
Matisse Reclining Nude     Burke Reclining Nude 
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Selma I’m seen as savage and primitive.  
 
Matisse They call to this Henri as well! The critic Vauxcelles he says Matisse is un fauve.  
 
Selma  What does it mean?  
 
Matisse Pejoratives the wild beast he says my work is savage and primitive. Matisse threw 

himself into painting “like a beast that plunges towards the thing it loves.” I am 
a beast.   

 
Selma  Welcome to the club.  
 
Matisse You are in my atelier you must answer for yourself- what is art? 
 
Selma  Painting, writing, sculpture- 
 
Matisse Art is an invitation. An invitation to a conversation. It says “this is how I see the 

world. Do you like this lens? What do you see? Que vois-tu? Do you want to have 
this conversation with me? Do you see the technique? Do you see the brush 
strokes? Do you see the person behind the paint? Do you see where the finger is 
pointing? Where do these brush strokes take you?”  

  
Selma I have painted a little, but I prefer to sculpt or to mould.  
 
Matisse Yes. Sculpture invites even more of an interaction.  
 
Selma You can walk around it and see it from all sides. There is no real front and back. It 

is complete. And while the others can be felt in the head and the heart this can be 
felt also by the skin. The rough stone, the cold of the brass. The marble more 
durable than the paper, the oil on the canvas. Someday, I want to make art that 
lasts. The clay can break, the sphinx can be erased over time with the whipping of 
sand from sandstorms.  

 
Matisse Everything is temporary. Did you do your homework? 
 
Selma Yes, I went to the Louvre. 
 
Matisse And? 
 
Selma I was awed, everything is so grand in scale and composition. Which do you like? 
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Matisse I like the Rodin but most of it is not to my taste. I’m just sorry there is so little for 
you to see. 

 
Selma So little? I was overwhelmed by it all! 
 
Matisse Well modern art isn’t there and of the antiquities we lost so much. 
 
Selma When? 
 
Matisse We had this little thing called the French revolution. 
 
Selma The peasant uprising, the rebellion against the monarchy. They were justified. 

They were hungry. 
 
Matisse But in their zeal to overthrow they destroyed. So may statues, so many frescos, so 

may oils. 
 
Selma They felt justified having been exploited. 
 
Matisse The need to punish others is not a good motivation to deprive your children of the 

bounty of the artists. 
 
Selma Their children were deprived of food.  
 
Matisse Selling art would buy bread, destroying it no. Art should never be destroyed. 
 
Selma What if it’s just bad art. 
 
 (She steps back and looks at what she has been moulding and beats it back down) 
 
Matisse In whose eyes? 
 
Selma Mine. I sometimes make bad art. 
 
Matisse On the way to good art and good art on the way to great art.  
 
Selma Maybe. 
 
Matisse.  Definitely. One, you will always have are reference point for how far you’ve 

come and two, your worst might be seen as someone’s preference. No. You 
should never destroy art. 

 
Selma Critics destroy art. 
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Matisse Only metaphorically. The poor are angry that the money was spent on art, so they 
destroy it. The uneducated don’t understand art and so they destroy it. The 
politicos think it is propaganda for the other side and so they destroy it. The 
military destroy it because it has no worth in battle. The religious destroy it 
because it is idolatrous or wicked. The chaste destroy it because they think is so 
powerful it will incite them to lust and all the pleasures they deny themselves. 
Parents destroy it because they want to protect their young. Everyone has a good 
reason to rip it down.  

 
Selma Not me. 
 
Matisse There will come a day when you are asked to destroy art for a good cause, for a 

right cause, for a noble cause, but no matter the subject, no matter the slight. You 
must not. Promise?  

 
Selma Promise. 
 
 (Beat) 
 
Matisse Let me see your work.  
 

(He goes over to her statue, he looks, Selma holds her breath.)  
 
This will not do. 

 
Selma Monsieur Matisse it is almost EXACTLY as yours is. 
 
Matisse C'est un problème. 
 
Selma  What’s the problem? 
 
Matisse You are not here to make the art of Henri Matisse you are here to make the art of 

Selma Burke. 
 
Selma  Ah, but I CAN make the same art as Matisse. (She smiles in satisfaction) 
 

Matisse Oui. 

 

ACT ONE Scene 7  

Selma’s studio apartment. 

(Selma is working on two white clay figures. One male, one female. She smooths 
the cheek of the woman’s head with a wooden handled clay loop tool, gently over 
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the woman’s cheek and the man’s nose. The faces are facing each other, it is 
obvious the faces are intimate, maybe about to kiss.) 

(Claude is drinking from a crystal brandy snifter staring moodily out of the 
window.) 

Selma  Claude, what do you think? C’est bon n’est-ce pas? 

(Silence)  

I thought you’d be happy to have me back. You’ve traveled all over Europe. 
You’ve seen more art than I have, what do you think? 

(Claude looks at the faces breaking the intimacy connection between them.) 

Claude  Sentimental, benign, crap. 

(He takes his thumb and smooches it into the wet clay creasing the man’s eye to 
an ugly wink and curls the woman’s mouth cruelly with his thumb.) 

Selma  What the hell are you doing? 

Claude  This, this Selma is not worthy of you. 

Selma  What are - not worthy? Who are you to decide? 

Claude  Selma this work is not up to standard. 

Selma  Whose standard? This is my work. I decide if it is worthy.  

Claude  Then why are you always asking me for my opinion.  

Selma Your opinion yes but that does not mean you can appoint yourself the arbiter, 
decider, and destroyer of my work.  

Claude This work is derivative, you need to think like a modern Negro, not replicate the 
small thinking of the past. I am doing this for your own good. You need- 

Selma Don’t tell me what I need- (She covers the heads protectively with a damp cloth 
to protect the clay.) 

Claude You need some bitter medicine to cure you of your insecurities. You know in 
Jamaica when you are sick, your parents give you cerasee tea. Cerasee tea bittah 
and I mean bittah but it good fe you. That is what I am giving you, some bitter 
medicine.  

Selma   So you think I’m sick.  

Claude   No, no I’m saying- 
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Selma I don’t need your medicine. Your kind of medicine will kill the patient. It will kill 
my creativity. I studied with world renowned artists and teachers and never has 
any of them disrespected my work like you have. Never. You may be sleeping 
with me, but you do not own me.  

Claude You upset now but you will thank me latah. 

Selma I live here with my art, there isn’t room for a critic.  

Claude Selma, create your own path. Your work is good, but it can be outstanding. That’s 
what I expect from you. You, me, we are the New Negros, we must embrace it. 

Selma If you’ve become the New Negro since I’ve been gone, I want the old one back. 

Claude  If I’m not wanted around here, I’ll leave.  

Selma Yes go, go to sleep at Langston’s. You think I don’t know what’s going on? And 
try tearing up some of his poems. See how he likes it. 

(Selma takes the cloth off an upright statue of green clay and with great vigor 
collapses it down remolding it into “Sadness.”) 

Sadness, Burke 

  (Claude stops at the door then takes a letter out of his pocket.) 

Claude  I can’t get a commission, an agent or a publisher and you- 

Selma  Me what? 

Claude  You know that contest you entered before you went away- 

Selma  I never heard- 

  (Claude hands her the letter.) 

Claude  I can’t catch a single break. You… you are going to the White House. 
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Selma Why did you open… Jesus! Claude, when did this arrive? When were you going 
to give this to me? 

Claude  I just did. 

Selma  I have to be in Washington tomorrow! 

Claude  (Flatly) Congratulations. 

 

Act 1 Scene 8 

The Oval Office The White House. 

  (Chair with wheels behind the big desk.) 

(Franklyn Delano Roosevelt is in a wheelchair. Selma enters. She has, her purse 
and roll of butcher paper under her arm. Roosevelt turns his wheelchair around 
and puts out both hands to greet her.) 

Roosevelt Hello Miss. Burke. Welcome. 

Selma (Discarding her purse and butcher paper hurriedly on the floor) Mr. President 
thank you so much for granting me the time to meet with you. I won’t take up too 
much of your time sir.  

Roosevelt Not at all Miss. Burke, it’s a wonderful excuse to get away from all the problems 
of war and the affairs of the state to spend a few minutes sitting still. 

Selma Thank you sir (Hurriedly removing her coat which she flings to one side. She 
tears a piece off from the roll of butcher paper, spreads it on the table takes out a 
pencil from her purse.) The light is better by the window. 

Roosevelt I prefer to sit behind my desk. 

Selma It’s a bust, Mr. President no one is going to see – the desk. 

Roosevelt Fine. (He wheels himself over to the window catching the wheelchair on 
something.) 

Selma Would you like a hand? 

(Roosevelt looks at her.) 

Sorry, I know you’re very capable. 

(Roosevelt angles his chair.) 

Can you please turn your head and look left for me sir? 
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Roosevelt You drove all the way from New York City? 

Selma It’s very important to do a sketch from a live sitting.  Can you just keep your head 
still please? 

Roosevelt I like New York. A lot of democrats there.  

Selma Please if you could just sit still- 

Roosevelt It’s amusing to think that Harlem was built for upper class white society. They 
fought to keep Black people out. Our kind is always doing that sort of wrong-
headed idiotic sort of thing. Do you think that we are intrinsically bad minded? 

Selma No sir.  

Roosevelt You are too kind Selma. I think some of us are just bad-minded and covetous and 
hate to see Black people get ahead. You’ve certainly gotten ahead. You’ve 
received several Fellowships. 

Selma Yes. 

Roosevelt And the selection committee was impressed that you studied in Paris under the 
great painter Matisse.  

Selma I was able to teach him a few things.  

 (Roosevelt laughs.) 

Please! Hold the pose! 

Roosevelt You got out of Europe before that mad man began his rampage. Have you have 
been doing your part for the war effort here at home? 

Selma I drove a truck for the Brooklyn Navy Yard but I injured my back. 

Roosevelt You’re moving alright now.  

Selma I’m healing. 

Roosevelt Did your back injury put you in a chair or on crutches? 

Selma Both. For a while. 

Roosevelt Lucky to get better. Well with polio. No damn cure.  

Selma Surely scientists are- 

Roosevelt They always tell me they need more money for research! 

Selma Can’t the government fund it? 
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Roosevelt If I gave extra money for something that the republicans say I have a vested 
interest in they’d roast me alive. 

Selma Republicans don’t get polio?  

Roosevelt Well… 

Selma I live with a communist, he thinks that all the money should go back to helping 
the people, not stockpiling for wars- 

Roosevelt And do you think this too? 

Selma I’m more interested in art than politics.  

Roosevelt But it seems to me polio is a bi-partisan issue. I’m sure if every American paid 
just one dime that would add up to a lot of dimes for medical research. Then we 
can get a cure. I can run another term. The treasury could even re-issue the dime 
with my face on it. That would really irk the Republicans. Every time they see a 
dime it would have my face on it. 

(Selma laughs.) 

 We would need a slogan: “Dimes, so that children can walk”. "The walk of 
dimes”? No, you people have the right wordings “The march to freedom!”. “The 
march of polio?”. No that sounds wrong. “The march of dimes?”. 

Selma (At this point, Selma walks up to the president and holds his head in both hands.) 
Excuse me Mr. President! Can you just hold your head still in this position for a 
few minutes? 

(Chagrinned, he holds still). 
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ACT ONE Scene 9 

The Studio Apartment 

(Claude is writing lying on the divan. Selma enters.) 

Claude Your mother called, she’s very proud, she feels you have had delivered the 
Burkes from the cotton patch to the White House.  Not many of us get inside 
unless they we cleaning up after them. Although, I suppose you are serving his 
need for his sense of self-importance and his need for you to aggrandize him in 
perpetuity. (Beat) Why did you sketch on this paper? 

Selma It’s your fault! When I got the late notification for the appointment, I realized to 
my horror that I had left the paper I needed at school! There wasn’t time to get to 
the art store and then to the White House on time! I couldn’t be late so I ran to the 
stationers, but the scale was all wrong. I couldn’t show up with the same paper his 
typist uses. By now I’m panicked and panting and sweaty and I went into the 
butchers and demanded that they sell me the roll of paper they wrap up the meat 
in. He said they didn’t sell it and even if they wanted to, he wouldn’t know what 
to charge me. I didn’t have time to negotiate, I just gave him all the money I had 
on me, and he wordlessly handed over the roll. 

Claude Who is going to refuse a sale of butcher’s paper to a large, Black woman with 
cash? 

Selma It was a stressful day. It took 5 hours to drive there I had to promise the cabby I’d 
do a bust of him and sketches of his whole family. How else was I going to pay 
for that? I didn’t have time to take a bus. 

 (Claude looks at her work.) 

Claude  Why is he looking to the right, surely the answers will come more from the left? 

Selma Will people think that’s a political statement? 

Claude Probably. There is some good news… 

Selma (Cautiously) What? 

Claude (Holding up a piece of the ripped portraiture.) Look you inadvertently turned the 
President of the United States into a brown man. 
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ACT ONE Scene 10 

 

Selma’s studio 

(Roosevelt the bronze plaque, faces Claude who has the cloth in his hand. Selma 
fidgets.) 

Selma  Claude, cover that back up. 

Claude  You’re going to do the “big reveal” isn’t that a bit pretentious? 

Selma  Claude, I want you gone when she arrives. 

Claude This will be the first time she’s come face to face with her husband since he died 
– I want to see her reaction.  

Selma What the hell are you taking about man? 

Claude She wasn’t there when he died you know. She was kept away from him by that, 
that Lucy woman his mistress. 

Selma You’re one to judge with mistresses and others. 

Claude I wasn’t elected by the people to run the country – I’m only accountable to myself 
and my writing. 

Selma I’m sure they let her see her husband on his deathbed. 

Claude The rumour is her own daughter also conspired to keep her away from him.  

Selma Well that must have hurt. I’m sure she wanted to say- 

Claude -“Well done Franklyn you have earned your rest?”- 
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Selma As I shall probably say to you -“Goodbye Rebel Rogue. I loved you. I forgive 
you.” 

Claude (Affectionally) What kind of hackneyed writing is that? Writing’s not your strong 
suit. Speaking of - why the writing on the thing? Freedom from want, freedom 
from fear, freedom of worship, freedom of speech? Maybe for white folk. I don’t 
have freedom from fear, from want, or freedom of speech. 

Selma Cover it back up Claude! 

 (Claude drapes the plaque.) 

Claude Why are you so twitchy? You’re jumping around here like a jazzman at three a.m. 
You not sharing anything I’d like? 

Selma You know the only white grains I do are sugar. 

Claude Well did you eat a lot of sugar, you sure are nervous. You waiting on the approval 
of a white woman? 

Selma  Jesus, Claude she was the First Lady. 

Claude  And now we got Bossie Bessie Truman.  

Selma  Elanor executed the position with dedication, grace and compassion. 

Claude  Didn’t do nothing for me. 

Selma  And what about the Human Welfare Conference in Alabama when she moved her 
chair and sat in the aisle between the “Whites only” and “Blacks only”, no other 
First Lady would have risked her position and that of the president for us. Those 
actions prompted a racist attack on her. 

Claude One? I get 20 racist attacks just walking down the street.  

Selma It was something. 

Claude You want me to show gratitude? You want me to scape and bow to that? She. 
Moved. A. Chair. We have mountains to move.  

Selma Well, one chair is a beginning. She was not appreciated. It was like casting pearls 
before swine- 

Claude The Republicans would not take kindly to being referred to as swine but if the 
label fits- 

Selma You have to go. Your rudeness will embarrass me and cost me further 
commissions. 
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Claude (Making fun of her.) Why yes Mistress, I’m hoping you do like the pretty I made 
of the Mastah… 

Selma Get out! 

Claude I just don’t like to see you grovel for approval from them. 

Selma I’m not groveling. It’s just part of the contract. The work had to be approved by 
him, but they passed on that responsibility to her. She doesn’t like it- It. Won’t. 
Go. Up. And they’ll get a white man to do it properly. 

Claude She coming here into the neighbourhood by herself? 

Selma Yes. The woman served 12 years, I’m sure she’s been alone in a room with a 
coloured woman before. 

Claude Maybe a White House maid. 

Selma (Checks her watch.) Claude leave, please. 

Claude Why? Don’t you want me in to be in the same room as the former First Lady and 
exercise my freedom of speech? 

(There is a knock at the door.) 

Selma Claude. Bathroom. Now. 

Claude I’m sure she would be happy to meet with a writer of my stature since she loves 
Negros so much. 

Selma Claude, this is not your moment.   

Claude Selma- 

Selma If you don’t, I won’t pay your rent this month or give you a dime ever again. 

Claude  (Moving to the bathroom.) What if she opens the door? 

(Knock on the front door.) 

Selma Keep your freedom of speech in your pants. 

 (Claude exits and Selma opens the door to Eleanor.) 

 Good morning. Welcome. 

 (She enters.) 

Eleanor Good morning. Mrs. Burke. 

Selma Selma. 
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  (They shake hands)  

(pause) 

  May I offer you a beverage, some cranberry juice perhaps? 

Eleanor That is most kind, I we can’t stay long. I’m scheduled for a ribbon cutting, and 
we’re running a bit behind in the schedule. I have a car downstairs. Is the plaque 
ready for me to view? 

(Selma removes the sheet and steps back. Eleanor moves forward and examines 
the piece.) 

(Long pause) 

 He sat for you in February of ’44 I believe. 

Selma  Yes, he did. 

Elena  How old do you think he was then? 

Selma  Sixty-two. 

Eleanor  When my husband took time away from the running of the United States of 
America to sit for you, he was ailing. 

Selma  I am aware of that. He was so gracious. 

Eleanor But here you have made him seem like a youthful, vigorous man. Could you not 
see what he looked like by then? 

Selma  Yes. 

Eleanor Then why on earth would you depict him as if he were a young healthy man? 

Selma I did see that he looked (She searches for the word.) reduced.  

Eleanor  Of course he was reduced. Polio caused him pain every day of his life… This man 
survived four grueling presidential campaigns. Suffered, the loss of fellow 
Americans whom he sent to fight, and die, including our own son Quinton. Where 
is that reflected on that on this face?  

Selma  It was not my intent to offend. He was the greatest president I have ever known. 

Eleanor He was great because he lived, he suffered, he acted and all of that should be 
etched on his face. 

Selma I have not done this image for today, but for tomorrow and tomorrow. Five 
hundred years from now America and all the world will want to look on our 
president, not as he was the last few months before he died, but as we saw him 
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for most of the time he was with us- strong, so full of life, and with that 
wonderful look of going forward.  

Eleanor (Makes a decision.) Well, until the unveiling Mrs. Burke. 

  (She exits.) 

  (Claude comes out of the bathroom and puts a sympathetic arm around her.) 

Claude  (False cheerfulness) At least there’s going to be an unveiling. 

  (She melts into him.)  

 (The lights transition, The Roosevelt bas relief is unveiled. Sfx applause 
transitions into the sound of marching feet.) 

 

ACT ONE Scene 11 

The studio –  

Claude Selma, pack your bags we’re going to the march.  

Selma In New York? 

Claude No, the Selma to Montgomery March starting Sunday. It’s got your name, it’s like 
a sign from god. Selma to Montgomery. It’s happening baby and we are going. 

Selma You and who are going? 

Claude Me, you, Selwyn and his brother and some other friends of his. He is driving 
down, and he has space in his car for us. He wants to get on the road early, so we 
have to be ready by six tomorrow morning. 

Selma  I don’t remember being consulted on this. 

Claude I didn’t think I would have to consult with you. I just assumed we would go. 
There are going to be thousands-  

Selma I can’t go Claude. 

Claude What do you mean you can’t go? It’s your duty. It’s all our duty. 

Selma It’s 54 miles walking for five days straight.  I ain’t got that kind o’ time.  

Claude  What are you doin’ that’s mor’ important than civil rights? Voter registration? 
Freedom for our people? You’re aware of what’s going on down south right ain’t 
you? The state troopers brutally attacked five hundred of our people on the 
Edmund Pettus bridge who wanted to march. All they want is the right to vote and 
they beat them and nearly killed some of them. 
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Selma There’s going to be trouble again, you know that- 

Claude  Dr. King says it will be a nonviolent march. 

Selma Claude, it doesn’t matter what Reverend King says. We both know it ain’t up to 
us. Violence will be done to us no matter how nonviolent we want to be. 

Claude They won’t dare. Too many cameras will be there this time. The world will be 
watching. You’re coming.  

Selma Baby, you know I can’t walk that far. I have diabetes I have to take care of my 
feet. 

Claude I will push you in a chair, I will carry you on my shoulders- 

Selma I have work to do here. 

Claude Selma, what’s more important that marching with Dr. King? 

Selma My work, my art. I can’t make the march but let me tell you all my life I have 
been doing my part. I protest with my work. 

Claude Come on now you know your work ain’t going to change shit.  How is your work 
comparable to people who are putting their lives on the line to gain our rights 
huh? Tell me. 

Selma I have a commission to do! Duke Ellington! 

Claude You are so shallow…  

Selma Claude! 

Claude Playing with clay in your studio instead of – 

Selma I am not playing…You are trying to trivialize my work again. I am not playing 
with clay! I am immortalizing and celebrating the life of one of our heroes. 

Claude You know what you need to do? You need to concentrate on the important things 
in life. 

Selma Me thinks you’re jealous. That is so petty. Well let me tell you something, if I 
don’t work no bills get paid around here; the rent, food, heat, electricity. Nothing. 
I don’t see you bringing in any money lately. Every job you’re offered you think 
is beneath you. My work is important to me, and it should be to you too. It pays 
for the roof over our heads. The Duke Ellington bust is a commission from The 
Performing Arts Center in Milwaukee. You want me to tell those folks writing the 
cheque – no I can’t make my deadline because I’m going for a walk in Alabama? 

Claude Don’t trivialize it. It’s not a walk and I’m not jealous of you- 
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Selma Duke Ellington is a genius, he’s a composer who conducts from the piano bench. 
You know who were the geniuses doing that before? Haydn! Mozart! You don’t 
think Haydn and Mozart don’t have hundreds of busts of their faces in concert 
halls and opera houses and museums and in the parlors of rich people’s houses? 
Who’s immortalizing our people? Me, I am. It’s my work. My contribution.  

 
Claude And who’s celebrating my contribution? 
 
Selma Oh, for Christ’s sake, why are we talking about you now? I have sketched you 

dozens of times, it’s what my hand naturally does. I drew you at breakfast last 
week on a napkin at the table. 

 
Claude I am a napkin. A napkin you are going to throw in the garbage after you have 

wiped your mouth with me.  
 
Selma Oh stop being obtuse. Besides you’ve made a good part of your money sitting in 

artists’ studios all over Europe. You have been immortalized by so many artists. 
 
Claude As a model. They weren’t painting Claude McKay the writer, the novelist the 

poet. No! They weren’t paying homage to me. They weren’t celebrating my 
achievements. They weren’t going to turn me into a bust and put me in a library, 
in a museum no, I’m the faceless Black man. I maybe on canvasses but I might as 
well be on napkins. 

 
Selma I thought you had sat so many times, it was work. I didn’t want you to work for 

me. That’s why I capture you when you’re still, doing other things, reading the 
paper at the breakfast table, writing by the fire, sleeping- 

 
Claude But, no bust of me. No sculpture of me! 
 
Selma I didn’t think- 
 
Claude That I was worthy of your clay? Your wood? Your granite? But Duke Ellington 

is! 
 
Selma You can’t be jealous of Duke Ellington! You’re my husband. 
 
Claude Selma Burke, you go pack a case for the bus. 
 

Selma (Frustrated You don’t tell me what to do. I’m not going.  

Claude Go. Pack. Your. Case. 

 (He crosses to her menacingly.) 

Selma Leave me alone! 
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Claude (Threatening.) Well maybe I should. Maybe I should leave. 

 (Pause) 

Selma (Softly) Maybe you should. 

 (They hold a moment) 

(Claude leaves. Selma picks up a hammer and chisel and moves towards one of 
her works.) 

White Face Hey! Don’t take my nose off! 

Selma  It’s ok baby. 

White Face I trust you. 

 

 Selma in her studio, unknown 

 

ACT ONE Scene 12 

The Studio Apartment 

The large rectangle has three holes cut out on one side 

(Selma turns to her clay, the soft refrain of jazz fades as Selma goes to her studio.  
Three blobs of clay to be worked on, each turns around as Selma sculpts them.)  
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Duke Ellington, Burke                                              Frau Keller, Burke       Bust of a Gentleman, Burke                                                       

 
 

(A head pops up, it is Ellington) 
 
Duke  You are a mighty fine woman Miss Selma. Your husband is a lucky man. 
 
Selma  You damn right he is. 
 
Duke   Does he know it? 
 
Selma  He needs a little remindin’ sometimes. 
 
Duke It would do him well not to forget. There’s many fellahs out there who ain’t afraid 

to trade places with him. I myself likes a woman who’s built sturdy like you.  
 
Selma  Who you calling sturdy?  
 
Duke Ain’t nothin’ wrong with sturdy Miss Selma. You know we Black men like our 

women with some meat on them. When you make love to a woman you want to 
feel somethin’ in your arms. Those women who always dietin’ don’t do nothing 
for me. They like scarecrows with a dress on.  

 
Selma Look Mr. Ellington… 
 
Duke Duke- 
 
Selma Duke you can have all the fans and the women you want when you’re doing your 

job but my job is to make a bust of your head today. I ain’t got time for flirtin’. Sit 
still. 

 
Duke I ain’t stopping you from doing your job. 
 
Selma How’d you like it if I came flirtin’ around you while you rehearsin’ or composin’ 

one of your pieces? 
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Duke I would say “bring it on sistah”. 
 
 (Selma gives him a look) 
 
 I’m not used to being told to sit still everywhere I go people want me to play, 

perform, record, promote, compose, conduct, produce, pay, travel. 
 
Selma And what do you want to do? 
 
Duke Some days I wanna stay in bed, with a beautiful woman, drink a little whiskey...    
 
Selma Like every man I’ve ever met. You’re Duke, god put you on this earth to make 

music. You are the best! I’ve heard you. I’m booked up right now but when I’m 
free, I’d love to come hear you live some night, where you playin’? 

 
Duke (Apologetic) The Cotton Club-  
 
Selma I know, negros aren’t allowed in there unless they are doin’ the entertainin’. That 

place is just a Jim Crow club for gangsters and monied whites right in the heart o’ 
Harlem. That ain’t right at all. It’s our community where we live and work and we 
not welcome there.  

 
Duke  Listen, I know it’s a deal with the devil but we who perform for the 

white audiences become part of the “mainstream” and the pay is good.  
 
Selma I know- 
 
Duke -but you can come, they will make an exception because you and your husband 

can come as my guests. You can see me and if Lena Horne or Ethel Waters or 
Cab Calloway are there you can see them too.  

 
Selma I wouldn’t feel comfortable sitting there surrounded by people giving me the stink 

eye. Can you imagine what would happen if we decided to open a club on the 
upper east side and declare that only Negroes can attend, no whites allowed? 

 
Duke Ha ha. That’s when you’d see them blue-eyed devils riotin’ in the streets. 
 
Selma I would love to see those cake-eaters with their diamond encrusted pitchforks 

running rampant through the streets shouting “You can’t do this to us! Can’t you 
see we are the white people? The world belongs to us.” That, I would pay money 
to see. 

 
Duke Tell you what, you can see me other places. I got other gigs coming up, me and 

Count Basie and Ella. I’m back in the studio recording next month. I got a gig 
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with Louis Armstrong coming up soon. Josephine Baker and I are talking about 
doing something too- At least come and see my Broadway play. I can see you’re a 
sophisticated lady.  

 
Selma I don’t get around much anymore.  
 
Duke Just take the A train  
 
Selma You’re such a Flirtibird 
 
Duke It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got swing.  
  

(A woman’s head pops up looks anxiously over her shoulder beside Duke. 
He doesn’t freeze, but looks on)  

 
Keller I’m here for you to model.  
 
Selma You gonna sit still for me for a couple of hours?  
 
Keller Yes.  
 
Selma Are you French? 
 
Keller No, German. I escaped to Paris when the Nazis burned down the farm of the 

family that were hiding us Jews in the hayloft. My husband and my two sons 
were, burned alive along with the family that hid us. I escaped with my daughter, 
we had to live in the forest and forage.  

 
Selma I’m sorry. I’m glad you and your daughter survived.  
 
Keller We saw the flames I grabbed her. We ran. She had no shoes. She got a gash in her 

foot, and it got infected.  Just after we crossed the French border, she died. 
 
Selma I’m so sorry. You know, people came off the slave ships with yokes around their 

necks and whipping scars all over their bodies. I’ll make sure your face tells your 
story.  

  
(A third head pops up.)  

  
Gentleman I’m here for my sitting  
 
Selma Are you going to sit still for me.  
 
Gentleman Yes, because you are going to immortalize me.  
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Selma That’s what I do.  
 
Gentleman Make me look handsome.  
 
Selma I’ll do my best.  
 
Gentleman I realize this isn’t exactly a labour of love for you, is it?  
 
Selma Your bust is going to be donated to the library.  
 
Gentleman Yes, you made a deal with the librarian.  
 
Selma I will donate this bust of you to the library, and they change the policy to allow 

little Black children so they too can borrow books.  
 
Gentleman You’re working for free? 
 
Selma Yes, you have to make a deal with the devil sometimes. 
 

(As each character speaks Selma turns from one to the other to sculpt them.)  
 
Duke Selma, why you are spending your time with these whiteys? You should be 

concentrating on your own people.  
 
Keller She is sculpting me because she wants to make everyone aware of the atrocities of 

the Nazis and the horrors of fascism.  
 
Gentleman She wants Black children getting access to books so that they too can succeed.  
 
Duke I’m music, it’s how I live, why I live and how I will be remembered. 
 
Keller I’m drawing attention to the atrocities of the Nazis. 
 
Gentleman I’m the saintly Christian opening doors. 
 
Duke I’m the greatest jazz composer and band leader of our time.  
 
Keller I am a Jew who survived when 6 million didn’t. 
 
Gentleman I am the door opening to literacy and education. 
 
Duke I am Black excellence and at the pinnacle of success!  
 
Keller I am the warning that can’t be ignored.  
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Gentleman I am the conduit to change in our society.  
 
Duke I’m the Harlem Renaissance- 
 
Keller I’m the persecuted Jew- 
 
Gentleman I’m the access to knowledge- 
 
Duke/ I’m beyond category   
Keller/  I’m the candle in the darkness  
Gentleman/ I’m the practical solution   
 
Duke/Keller/Gentleman  Spend more time with me!  
 
Duke/ It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got swing doo whop, doo whop ….  
 
Keller/ Barukh ata Adonai Eloheinu, melekh ha'olam...   
 
Gentleman/ Oh when the saints go marching in, oh when the saints go marching in…  
 
Selma You’re all going to live forever! 
 

(They freeze. The busts are finished. Selma is exhausted, the lights begin to 
slowly go down, a phone rings.) 
 

Selma Claude, when are you coming home? 

Claude VO Can’t. We did Selma and now I’m here with Dr. King for the march to support the 
striking sanitation workers. 

Selma You’re in Memphis? 

MLK VO Somewhere I read of the freedom of assembly. Somewhere I read of the 
freedom of speech. Somewhere I read of the freedom of the press. Somewhere I 
read that the greatness of America is the right to protest for rights. 

A rifle shot rings out. The stage snaps to black.  

 

End of ACT ONE 
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Before the audience comes back in we hear the old hymn 

When my way groweth drear 
Precious Lord, linger near-ear 
When my li-ight is almost gone 
Hear my cry, hear my call 
Hold my ha-and lest I fa-all 
Take my hand, precious Lor-ord 
Lead me on 

Precious Lord, take my hand 
Lead me on, let me sta-and 
I am tired, I'm weak, I am worn 
Through the storm, through the night 
Lead me on to the li-ight 
Take my ha-and, precious Lor-ord 
Lead me home 

When my work is all done 
And my race here is are you-un 
Let me see-ee by the light 
Thou hast shown 
That fair city so bright 
Where the lantern is the li-ight 
Take my ha-and, precious Lor-ord 
Lead me on 

Precious Lord, take my hand 
Lead me on, let me sta-and 
I am tired, I'm weak, I am worn 
Through the storm, through the night 
Lead me on to the li-ight 
Take my ha-and, precious Lor-ord 
Lead me home 
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ACT TWO Scene 1  

The Studio Apartment. 

  Sculptures and busts all covered 

(Lights up on Selma weeping.) 

Selma (Rocking back and forth to sooth herself, as a mantra) Oh Lord, Oh Lord, Oh 
Lord, Oh Lord… 

  (Claude enters they look at each other and then she stands, and they embrace.) 

Claude  There is to be a funeral procession, three, three and half miles…  

Selma  I can walk for three and a half miles. 

Claude  You’re coming? 

Selma  I already packed my suitcase. 

 

ACT TWO Scene 2 

Doctor King lies in state at the R. S. Lewis Funeral Home, Memphis. 

  The divan becomes a coffin. 

 (Selma stands over the body of Dr. King studying his face. She crosses to a man 
 standing nearby.) 

Mortician I’m so sorry for your loss. For our loss. 

Selma  I understand you are the person who prepared Doctor King for the viewing. 

Mortician (Cautiously) I did. 

Selma You did a fine job on his face given the damage of the trajectory of the bullet 
entering the neck and shattering his lower face. You would have done the jaw 
reconstruction with mortuary wax. You got his jaw line almost perfect. 

Mortician You’re a mortician? 

Selma I’m a sculptor. 

Mortician I see. 

Selma The material you used for the jaw reconstruction, it’s red yes? 

Mortician Yes. 
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Selma It’s showing. 

Mortician I did the best I could. 

Selma Then please adjust the colour of the face to cover the reconstruction. 

Mortician Madam the viewing is in progress. 

Selma It’s not hard to fix. 

Mortician Madam the viewing is in progress. 

Selma It would be a quick fix. 

Mortician My work on Doctor King has concluded. It’s over. 

Selma Well then, we shall overcome. 

 (Pause, stalemate) 

 Do you see the lineup, all those women carrying pocketbooks? In those purses is 
make-up. You can leave it up to us to surreptitiously fix this. 

 

 

ACT TWO scene 3 

Split stage Selma’s studio and the office.  

(Selma is in her studio in New York working on a male sculpture – when the 
phone rings. She answers.) 

  
Selma             Hello? (pause) Oh hello Sylvia, how are- (pause) What - (pause) Who wants to-? 

(pause) Why? (pauses, then whispers.) OK, OK. This sounds a bit – 
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Sculpture  Is everything alright? 
 
Selma             (Whispering to the sculpture.) Shh, I’m about to listen in on a conversation. 

Sounds  like some mucky muck up in Washington wants to take a look at my 
sketches of FDR. 

 
Sculpture          That’s good news, isn’t it? 
 
Selma   (Still whispering.) I’m not so sure. Sounds a bit devious. 
 
Sculpture       Devious? 
 
Selma            Shh. My friend is the secretary, she’s left the phone off the hook so we can listen 

in. 
 

Lights up on the office side.  

  (Sinnock and Marsha are at the desk) 

Sinnock Thanks Marsha (He takes out the sketches from the tube.) I appreciate you letting 
me have these. I will get them back to you in a few days. 

Marsha What’s this all about? Coming here after hours, all the secrecy and cloak and 
dagger stuff. Anyone would think you are after state secrets, these are just a 
coloured woman’s drawing. I don’t even know why she was chosen to design the 
bas relief. There were lots of other artists much more deserving as far as I am 
concerned but the committee went with her. I guess they want to show they are 
not prejudiced. I don’t think her designs are all that good. 

Sinnock That’s where you’re wrong Marsha, her work is extraordinary. 

Selma  (To the statue she is carving.) I am extraordinary! 

Marsha Really? Well, blow me down. I guess some of them have talent. But why do you 
need to take the sketches with you? Didn’t I hear that you have been asked to do 
FDR’s portrait for the new dime? 

Sinnock The Director herself chose me, it’s a great honour.  

Marsha Congratulations.  

Sinnock But the turnaround time is short now that the president passed away… 

Marsha Oh sure because he created the March of Dimes they want to commemorate him 
by putting him on the dime.  
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Sinnock And that puts me under a lot of pressure. They want to do it quickly to mark his 
birthday in January when everyone is still feeling the loss. 

Selma (To the statue) That’s not enough time. 

Marsha So why you need this Burke woman’s drawings? 

Sinnock It’s customary to look at other artist’s work. I just want to see what she did with 
it.  

Selma Learn from a master! 

Marsha Uh huh. 

Sinnock  Artists can look at another artist’s work. It does not mean that you are copying it.  

Selma (To the sculpture) Sure! 

Sinnock I would say we get inspired by each other’s ideas and work. 

Marsha So why all the secrecy? You asked me to meet you after hours and not to tell 
anyone. 

Sinnock I just didn’t want people getting involved in my concerns. Washingtonians are 
such gossips. 

Selma What could possibly happen? 

(The Bas relief changes from the profile of the president but now has the words 
“LIBERTY and “IN GOD WE TRUST and the initials J.S. on it.) 

 
 ACT TWO Scene 4 a 

Sfx crowd noises and jeering. Claude is holding a sign “FAIR WAGE EQUAL 
RIGHTS” two thugs grab him. One throws him to the ground, and another starts 
kicking him. 

ACT TWO Scene 4 b 

Lights down on Claude and up on the studio. 
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Standing Female Nude, Burke 

(Selma is happily working on a sculpture of a nude. Claude stumbles in still 
carrying his placard, it is smeared with blood. Selma shrieks and goes to him 
helping him in.)  

Selma  Claude! Jesus Christ! Claude! 

Claude They only got in a few kicks before the brothers pulled them off an’ the pigs 
came. 

Selma You’re holding your side. We’re going to hospital!  

Claude Don’t want to. 

Selma You’ll need an x-ray for your ribs. They might be broken.  

(She checks his chest, he winces.) 

You don’t seem short of breath… they didn’t puncture your lungs. Are you 
coughing up blood? How bad is the pain? Do you hurt anywhere else? Come on, 
let’s get you checked out. 

Claude You are checking me out.  

 (He slides down on to the divan.) 

Selma I’m not a doctor. 

Claude As good as. 

Selma No Claude. No. Let’s go! 

Claude Can’t afford it. 

Selma I’ll pay. I think you might have cracked ribs! And you may have internal 
bleeding. 

Claude I have external bleeding from the side of my head. 
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 (Selma examines his head) 

Selma Your skull is intact. You don’t seem to have lost any motor control; your eyes 
aren’t dilatated. You’re talking without speech impairment. Head wounds bleed 
like the river. Let’s get some fluids into you. 

Claude I’ll take some of your Jamaican Rum. 

Selma You’ll need something for the pain- 

Claude -Rum! 

Selma Claude, if you trust me, let me get a doctor from the hospital to check you out.  

Claude You are checking me out. 

Selma I know a couple that are good people. I have connections. 

Claude  You’re my connection. 

Selma Don’t be so stubborn! 

Claude My best and worst trait. Yours too. 

Selma I think you have a few broken ribs! 

Claude And what’s the treatment for broken ribs? 

Selma Well- 

Claude Nothing. There is no treatment. I know from when this happened to Shorty Brown 
during the last march for communism. 

Selma Broken ribs should be immobilized. 

Claude So they are gonna wrap me in bandages and send me home. Let’s just cut to the 
going home part. 

Selma You may need a cast. 

Claude If I do, I know someone who has plaster of Paris. 

Selma (Softly, giving in.) Jesus Christ. 

 (She pours a drink of rum into a glass; he ignores the glass and grabs the bottle.) 

 Okay. Go easy on that. I’ll get you a blanket you can rest here. Try not to move. 
Anything else I can do to make you feel more comfortable? 

Claude (He indicates the placard.) Carry this for me next Saturday. 

Selma Claude… 
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Claude They maybe dogs but so far they aren’t pulling women out of line. You’ll be ok. 
I’ll surround you with protection. Willy, JayJay Jackson and Grey Freeman will 
be there. They will see you’re ok. 

Selma I’m not afraid. I just have my deadlines… 

Claude (Annoyed) You asked if there was anything you could do, and I told you to pick 
up the torch. 

 (There is a long pause, she looks at him. She looks at her work in progress. The 
sculpture turns to look at her. The Sculpture nods. Selma turns to Claude. She 
nods.) 

 

ACT 2 Scene 5   

New York Street, a newsstand. 

  (sfx traffic sounds) 

Vendor Paper! 

Selma  Yes! My friend told me that she saw my photo in the paper. In the march! 

Vendor (Nonplussed) Uh huh. Fifteen cents. 

  (Selma hands him a quarter, turns to page 5.) 

Selma  Yep! Here I am! 

Vendor Uh huh. Here’s your change. 

  (Selma is stunned, she looks at the dime.) 

Selma  That’s my face. 

Vendor (Looks over.) Nuh huh. That’s FDR. 

Selma  That’s my face! I did that. 

Vendor (Sure you did Lady…) Uh huh. 

Selma  That bastard stole—oh, I feel sick. 

Vendor You don’t want it, you could always give it to me, as a tip. 

(Selma forages around in her pocket with her left hand gives the guy a dollar. Her 
right fingers curl around the dime making a fist.) 
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ACT TWO Scene 6  

The metal battle- 

(Selma sits with her back to them, this in her head, only when she makes her decision she 
turns to them/him) 

FDR, Burke 

 

(A brass rectangle frame is dropped in. Yellow lights. Roosevelt runs on to stand 
behind it or the actor can hold up two frames switching profiles between them) 

Relief I’m brass. Franklyn Delano Roosevelt, 32nd president of the United States. 

 (A silver circle frame is dropped in. White lights.) 

Dime I’m silver. Franklyn Delano Roosevelt, 32nd president of the United Sates. 

(As Roosevelt runs from frame to frame, the lights pulse and the frames start 
slowly moving closer together. Initially the profiles face each other.) 

Relief People come here to admire me all the time in this elegant building. 

Dime I’m always in people’s pockets, their wallets, their hands.  

Relief I’m art. I’m valuable. 

Dime I’m money. You don’t get more valuable than that. 

Relief If you fell on the sidewalk do people even pick you up? 

Dime Don’t you get bored encased in that thing all the time? 

Relief Don’t you feel icky being handled by people’s dirty hands all the time? 

Dime I was designed by the chief engraver of the mint himself, John Sinnock- 

Relief Except you weren’t. 

Dime His initials are stamped right here on me. I have excellent provenance. 
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Relief Selma Burke created me. Winner of the national competition by the Fine Arts 
Commission. Before you. First.  He copied her sketches. 

Dime He didn’t. 

Relief Did. 

Dime  Prove it. 

Relief This isn’t the first time. In ’26 he took full credit for the design of the 
sesquicentennial half dollar when in fact it was designed by another guy.  

Dime Says who? 

Relief Edward Rochette, former president of the American Numismatic Association said 
Selma’s design was appropriated.  

Dime Ed drank. 

Relief Walter Breen, the noted numismatist is among those who stated it was hers. 

Dime Walt Breen? He died in Chino’s California Institute for Men, a convicted child 
molester.  

Relief Sinnock didn’t like - 

Dime Don’t say it- 

Relief Democrats. Which is part of the reason he couldn’t credit her. 

Dime This isn’t a republican democrat argument. 

Relief Isn’t it? Then why wouldn’t he credit her? 

Dime Politics aside, we are the same man, of course there is going to be a resemblance-  

Relief Resemblance! Same profile, same angle, same hollow of the cheek, same whorl 
on the ear, same slope of the nose- 

Dime Your forehead has one more wrinkle on it. 

Relief Uh huh. 

Dime And you have one lock of hair that is slightly flatter. 

Relief Face left. 

 (Dime faces left.) 

 Your provenance is really me.  

Selma (To Dime) Face it. 
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 (The frames overlap and freeze as Selma strokes the cheek lovingly. She picks up 
the phone in her other hand-) 

Dime (To Selma) Confront the bastard. 

Selma I guess I’m going back to Washington. 

 

ACT TWO Scene 7 

The Federal Mint Office of John Sinnock.  

(Sinnock is reading. Selma enters.) 

Selma  Do you have anything you want to say to me, Mr. Sinnock? 

Sinnock  I don’t think so… 

Selma  I’m the sculptor. 

Sinnock Did we meet at the Philadelphia Museum School of Industrial Art?  

Selma Selma Burke. 

Sinnock Oh yes, now I remember. Yes! You went to nursing school didn’t you? 

Selma  I studied sculpture in Paris with Matisse.  

Sinnock Good for you. I traveled widely as well (chortles) even won the A.W. Mifflin 
Award.  

Selma  Good for you. I did the bas-relief, which you plagiarized for the dime. 

Sinnock As a numismatic sculpturer I reference many sources. 

Selma  It’s clearly my portrait. 

Sinnock I am the Chief Engraver for the United States Mint, perhaps you don’t understand 
how these things work.  

Selma I understand that you are getting the credit for my work. 

Sinnock Let me explain how it works. The obverse portrait of the President was a 
composite of two studies which I made from life previously. I consulted many 
photographs and had the advice and criticism of two prominent specialists who 
work in relief. Then I got approval from the Secretary of the Treasury of the 
United States of America. 

Selma I don’t care if you got approved by every other white man in the government. 
We both know that that portrait has your initials on it, but the JS should be SB, 
and you will publicly acknowledge this with a press conference and an article of 
admission for the Wall Street Journal. 
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Sinnock I am not inclined to do that. 

Selma  And I am not inclined to let you get away with this! 

Sinnock Dear woman, the dime has already been minted. (Chortles) Do you intend me to 
go up to every man on the street and demand to see his pocket change, snatch it 
away and reengrave each one. How fanciful and amusing you are.  

Selma How immoral and thieving you are.  

Sinnock I sourced many images of which yours was just one and as it says on the reverse, 
E Pluribus Unum – “out of many one”. 

Selma And as it says on the observe “In God we Trust”, I trust god will send you to hell.  

 

ACT TWO scene 8 

The FBI office, Washington, DC  

  The Agent sits behind the desk. 

(Selma rushes in, materials in hand and sees the guy at the desk. In front of him 
are three files, one white, one red, one purple.) 

Selma (A little out of breath.) I’ve already been through security with the guard. They 
sent me to your office, but I’m supposed to go to the office of J. Edgar Hoover. 
I’m here to do the preparatory sketches. I was told the sitting is at (looks at watch) 
10:00 a.m. Mr. Hoover’s office commissioned a bust. 

Agent We wanted you to come in for a little chat.  

Selma Great, after I’ve had my session with Mr. Hoover. 

Agent The Federal Bureau of Investigation is charged with protecting the law.  

Selma I know. 

Agent We are a law enforcement agency. You are here for an investigation. 

Selma  You’re investigating me? 

Agent  Have a seat. 

Selma  I don’t understand- 

Agent The United States Mint is one of the federal government’s oldest agencies.  

Selma Oh. The mint. 
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Agent You gained unlawful admittance to a federal building and made charges against a 
federal employee of this agency. 

 (They stare at each other for a moment.) 

Selma So no commission. You tricked me. Who are you? 

Agent My name is of no consequence to you. I’m a special agent, It’s just easier to have 
you come to the field office- 

Selma Well, it must be a slow day for crime if you’re bringing me in. I traveled all the 
way here I’d say “on my own dime” but that would be a little too ironic don’t you 
think? 

Agent  We respond to national security risks- 

Selma  I’m not a national security risk. 

Agent You made threats against a government employee. 

Selma Weasel Face Sinnock? 

Agent You admit it. 

Selma I admit I told him to go to hell. 

Agent Your case has been referred to me. We were going to let you off with a warning, 
however upon closer inspection we have discovered that you have been in the 
company of others known to us. 

Selma  Artists from the Harlem Renaissance? The President of the United States? 

Agent (Consulting his file.) Your associates seem to include known communist 
sympathizers. 

Selma Claude is on the side of the workers in the struggle for fair pay and safe working 
conditions. Are fair pay and safe working conditions counter to the United States 
Government? 

Agent  McKay is a Trotskyite- 

Selma  That’s not a crime- 

Agent  One of a 22 person American Communist delegation that traveled to Russia- 

Selma  And to England and Paris and North Africa-  

Agent  He associated with known commie sympathizers- 

Selma  He was a journalist. He wrote about the conditions of- 
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Agent We have a complete file of his writings, we know all about that (pause) but it’s 
not just that Mrs. McKay- 

Selma  Selma Burke. 

Agent Perhaps as dangerous as being a Red, he is flagged in our Racial Matters 
Program, which focuses on individuals and organizations involved in racial 
politics.  

Selma  He is involved in racial politics-  

Agent Sowing discordant seeds – thumbing his nose at the laws of segregation, working 
with others in overthrowing the - 

Selma  You mean like Martin Luther King?  

Agent So, three files on him, a communist, the Racial Matters Program and the third - 
the third and we have photos to back this up – 

Selma  Photos of what? 

Agent  This might be shocking to you- 

Selma  Oh, I doubt it. 

Selma The Red threat in America is just as bad as the Lavender threat. He’s what we 
would call a (beat) Lavender Lad. 

Selma  Claude is- 

Agent  He’s a sexual pervert. 

Selma  So are you for taking the photos. 

Agent As well as being morally weak and psychologically disturbed he undermines the 
traditional family and as a security risk is susceptible to blackmail.  

Selma No one would ever blackmail Claude, he never has any money. 

Agent He’s always out of work. 

Selma Who would you have him work for? Do you want to employ him? 

Agent He’d be denied federal employment based on five components "habitual 
drunkenness, 

Selma He likes the occasional Jamaican rum. 

Agent Sexual perversion- 

Selma Everyone needs a hobby. 
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Agent Moral turpitude. 

Selma Clearly. 

Agent Financial irresponsibility or criminal record. 

Selma  Well, he doesn’t have a criminal record. 

Agent Yet. He’s a dangerous man. Just yesterday the Republican National Chairman 
said that "sexual perverts who have infiltrated our government in recent years 
were perhaps as dangerous as the actual Communists".  

Selma  I don’t care what you think. 

Agent  And you are associated with this- 

Selma  Proudly. 

Agent   This- 

Selma  Pioneer of black literature, esteemed member of the Harlem Renaissance, poet- 

Agent  Radical, communist, homosexual/  

Selma  Are you done/ 

Agent And you, daughter of a preacher is cavorting- 

Selma Is that what we’re calling it now? 

Agent Associating with a godless man that undermines the traditional family, is a 
subversive and a threat to American culture. Do you want us to start a file on you 
too? 

Selma  You know I’m the daughter of a preacher. You already have.  

Agent Elected officials come and go but the FBI is the constant. J Edgar Hoover was 
here before Roosevelt, and he will be here after Truman. Every four years men 
in, men out, democrats, republicans. Hoover is the constant. It wouldn’t serve 
you well to disobey what the FBI is telling you. 

Selma You want me to end my association with Claude? 

Agent It’s in your best interests – you’re not going to be making any more sculptures 
of presidents. 

Selma Wow. 

Agent Of course,th should you decide to protect your country. You could report back 
to us with various information to pad out our files and maybe we could find 
some more commissions for you. 
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Selma I hope one day you can meet up with Sinnock where you’ll have a nice chair by 
the fire in Hades. 

 (The Agent closes the files. A Female knocks and enters holding a newspaper 
cut out, hands it to the agent.) 

Agent Oh, so not just McKay. This looks like you in this march for communism. 

Selma Somewhere I read of the freedom of assembly. Somewhere I read of the 
freedom of speech. Somewhere I read of the freedom of the press. Somewhere I 
read that the greatness of America is the right to protest for rights. 

 

ACT TWO Scene 9 
 
A New York rooftop 
 

  Photo Matisse, NYC 
 

(It is night, a string of lights illuminates the man sitting in chair looking out 
over the skyline. Sfx faint hum of traffic in the background. Selma enters.) 
 

Selma Monsieur Henri!  
 
Matisse Mademoiselle Burke! Bonjour. 
 
Selma I’m so glad that we could meet me here for our picnic. You bought the French 

bread and the brie? I said I’d bring the turkey. (She gives him a sculpture.)  
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 Photo of Burke, Charles Tennie Harris Carnegie Museum of Art 
 
 
 

(Matisse laughs)  
 
I also have wine and lox and pickles. There’s a Kosher deli on the corner. It’s an 
eclectic neighbourhood. 
 

Matisse So this is the best seat in the house as you say. 
 
Selma No better place to see 4th of July than from a rooftop. Your letter said you were 

coming but you didn’t say what you are doing in New York. 
 
Matisse A commission for a mural.  
 
Selma (Good natured banter) If only they knew anyone more local- 
 
Matisse So not in your studio today? 
 
Selma It’s been a rough day, the FBI are investigating me and before I left the studio, I 

got a call that one of my busts has been vandalized. I hope there’s not a 
connection. 

 
Matisse Non! 
 
Selma It’s not the first time. My work has been knocked down, distorted, and most 

recently stolen. 
 
Matisse Stolen?! Did you report it to the police? 
 
Selma It was stolen by the government…so no. 
 
Matisse Well congratulations. 
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Selma For what? 
 
Matisse People don’t tend to destroy benign art. The decorative art, the art that doesn’t 

matter. 
 
Selma My art only matters to me. 
 
Matisse And obviously to other people. 
 
Selma It’s so discouraging. 
 
Matisse Courage, mon amie. Make more art. Look for inspiration. It is everywhere. This 

is a beautiful, how do you say, “skyline”.  
 
Selma Yes, it’s quite the view.  
 
Matisse And how did you come to be on this roof? 
 
Selma I live downstairs, this is called Hell’s Kitchen.  
 
Matisse Hell’s Kitchen? 
 
Selma (#) Correct. We can go down to my studio after the fireworks and have a brandy 

or hot chocolate. (She pulls out a bag of sparklers.)  
 
Matisse (#) You like the fireworks?  
 
Selma (#) Who doesn’t like fireworks? (She gives him two sparklers.)  
 
Matisse (#) But you were my student who like the art to be permanent, the fireworks 

beautiful are so temporary n’est- pas?  
 

(She unplugs the overhead string of lights plunging the rooftop into darkness, 
with only the faint glow of the city below and lights the sparklers.) 

 
Selma (#) (Laughs) Come. We will air paint – my teacher told me art is impermanent. 

 
(They draw in the air- he his famed leaf structure, she the outline of a body. 
Claude enters.)  

 
Claude  Selma. 
 
Selma Claude! What are you doing here? Claude this is Monsieur Henri Matisse- 

Monsieur Henri this is Claude my ex-husband. 
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Matisse What is ex mean? 
 
Selma It means I married him, we fight, I divorced him, then we got remarried and re-

divorced- 
 
Matisse Vive l’amour! 
 
Claude  Selma!  
 
Selma  What? 
 
Claude  Your brother just called… it’s your dad. 
 

(Lights shift.) 

 

ACT TWO scene 10 

The Hospice 

The divan is the hospital bed. 

(Papa is lying in bed. Selma goes to him and tenderly strokes his hair. The angel 
looks on. Selma doesn’t see the angel, but Papa does.) 

Selma Papa? 

Papa I’m going to be flying with the angels soon. 

Selma It’s Selma. 

Papa Look in my pocket. 

Selma  You want your good luck charm? 

Papa  Your art- 

(She pulls out a small handful of dimes.)  

Papa In silver! 

Selma  But- 

Papa In the whole of the USA. Your little faces are in everyone’s pockets. 

Selma It’s just… 

Papa  You made it kid. 
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 (She nods, not wanting to explain, upset she starts to see the angel she wants to 
craft.) 

  Monument to the Tuskegee Airman - Burke 

 

ACT TWO scene 11 

A radio station. 

The three sit at the rectangle table. 

(Radio host Bobby B, Selma and Hazlett have mics in from of them. An “on” air 
light is lit.) 

Hazlett I wish to say just how pleased I am that Miss. Burke has accepted the position to 
serve as a consultant to develop a Black-serving, youth-oriented community art 
center in Pittsburgh in the East Liberty neighbourhood, sponsored by the Carnegie 
Institute and the Mellon Trust. I am happy to say that the centre will be known as 
the Selma Burke Art Centre.  

Bobby B What sort of programming will be offered at the centre? 

Hazlett It will be quite an array- dance, drawing, painting weaving, TV production. Have 
I left anything out? 

Selma Well, I would hope that sculpture will be offered - 

Hazlett Of course, sculpture, how could I leave that out? That is Miss. Burke’s area of 
expertise. 

Bobby B Miss. Burke how do you feel about being appointed to this position? 

Selma I feel good. I am committed to art education and imparting knowledge to young 
people. 
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Bobby B And do you believe that your vision and that of the Mellon/Carnegie Trust are 
aligned? 

Hazlett Oh, yes of course. Miss. Burke is an internationally respected artist. We have the 
same vision for what this centre will be. 

Selma Well I told Mr. Hazlett that my approach to art education may stretch his 
conception of art. 

Bobby B What did you mean by that? 

Selma Among other things I believe in the importance of experiential education as it is 
an effective avenue to improve the experience of everyday life of everyone. 

Hazlett My thoughts exactly. I, I believe we are on the same page. 

Bobby B Would you expand on that please. 

Hazlett I… I’ll let Miss. Burke explain it. She is more eloquent than I am in such matters. 

Selma Throughout my career I have believed that art should not be separated from the 
lives of people. I do not adhere to the “museum concept of art.” I believe in 
community-based, technique-based art education and the importance of 
experiential education to improve the everyday lives of people of all classes. 

Hazlett My thoughts exactly.  

Bobby B If I am not mistaken, you also believe in racially integrated classrooms and that 
your school in New York in fact had more white students than Black. For 
someone who faced racial prejudice in your early career, one would think that you 
would be more likely to restrict your knowledge and expertise to your people 
only. 

Selma That is regressive thinking. It’s that sort of thinking that made it hard for people 
like me and other coloured artists to get proper training. We had to fight for 
everything we got. I think the ideal art education should be racially integrated and 
accessible to Black youth of all classes and genders. Art can be a great leveler of 
class and race.  

Bobby B Mr. Hazlett, what are your thoughts on BAM? 

Hazlett BAM? I’m sorry I’m not familiar- 

Selma The Black Arts Movement. What about it?  

Bobby B Many in the movement believe that Black artists and their art and art education 
should only be in the service of Black liberation- 
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Selma Yes, I’m aware that proponents of BAM reject the privileging of individual 
expression and instead promote Black aesthetics and traditions. Look, if art made 
by our people is aesthetically pleasing and well executed it is of universal value to 
all people, regardless of race. The inherent value in African sculptures for 
example is found in the expert use of shape, material and so forth, and not 
because it was created by Black artists. Black artists should employ universal 
aesthetic standards. 

Bobby B In other words, European aesthetic standards? 

Selma No, I did not say that. Please don’t put words in my mouth. European aesthetics 
and African centered aesthetics standards to me have the same value when well 
executed. You can have bad European art as well as bad African art. 

Bobby B But you privilege European aesthetic standards. After all you were trained in 
Europe. 

Selma I was trained in America as well as in Europe. What are you are trying to 
insinuate? 

Bobby B I’m not insinuating, I am simply asking. Mr. Hazlett, this question is for you. 
Why did you not hire a local sculptor for this position?  

Hazlett Miss. Burke was hired because of her expertise and talent. 

Bobby B Not because she is outside of the local controversy which you and your Trust have 
caused? 

Hazlett I don’t know what you mean. 

Bobby B Mr. Hazlett, the Mellon/Carnegie Trust sponsored this centre. After uprooting 
thousands of residents from their homes in the name of “urban renewal”. Are you 
now trying to appease the community by hiring a high-profile Negro? 

Selma  What are you referring to? 

Bobby B Mr. Hazlett and these institutions have aligned themselves with Pittsburgh’s 
Urban Renewal Authority and have used federal monies to expropriate land 
inhabited by Black people in the Hill District. Thousands of people have been 
displaced by this scheme. 

Selma What? 

Bobby B Now in order to appease them he is throwing them a crumb by creating this centre 
and hiring you Miss. Burke. I can see from your face you knew nothing about it. 
Miss Burke how does it feel to be a token? 

Selma (Trying to recover) I’m no one’s token.  
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Bobby B In Montgomery Alabama, Rosa Parks wanted to sit on the bus. In New Orleans 
little Ruby Bridges is being forced to bus-  

Selma I hardly see- 

Bobby B And here Mr. Hazlett just threw you under the bus. 

Hazlett Well, now we have to be going. Selma is having a very import exhibition and I 
have to get her to the opening. Some of us are trying to build her up, not tear her 
down. 

 
(Selma reaches over and pushes the button that cuts the mics.) 

 
Selma Shame on you both. 
 
 
ACT TWO Scene 12 
 
An art gallery.  
 

(People mingling with champagne, sfx soft music. Two other art patrons looking 
at art as the conversation and flirting happens. These two move closer and closer 
together until they are entwined like the sculpture of the Island Dancers.)  

 
Selma  I hear you are one of the sponsors of this gallery. 
 
Herman I’ve been following you… (catches himself) as an artist for some time. That 

sounds creepy. But I’m a fan, a big fan of your work. 
 
Selma Thank you. 
 
Herman You know I always wanted to be an artist. 
 
Selma Let me guess your parents talked you out of it. 
 
Herman I still create things in a way. 
 
Selma Yes? 
 
Herman I’m an architect. Herman Kobbe. 
 
Selma Did you run politically for something? You’re a socialist aren’t you? I think some 

of my friends backed you. 
 
Herman I didn’t win. Socialism has become a dirty word. 
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Selma Some of my best friends are socialists. My ex-husband was a closet communist. 
 
Herman Claude McKay. 
 
Selma Yes. And your wife? 
 
Herman We didn’t see eye to eye politically, we are divorced. 
 
Selma So what are you building now? 
 
Herman I’m working on various projects… I’d be happy to show you some of my 

buildings? 
 
Selma Is that the same as ‘come up and see my sketches?’ 
 
Herman (Laughs) I’d buy you lunch first. You can tell me more about your next piece. 
 
Selma I’m thinking of doing a big public statue and I want it to sit on a big marble 

plinth… 
 
Herman Do I know who you are intending to immortalize? 
 
Selma I can’t announce anything until the funding is in place. 
 
Herman Maybe I could be one of your sponsors there. I’d love to come and see your work. 

Would it be forward of me to invite myself to your studio. 
 
Selma It’s very small. 
 
Herman I could build you big studio. 
 
Selma I’d like to move away from the city. Not retire mind you but relocate to the 

country. But I’ll have to find a lot more buyers – not everyone is a fan like you. 
Herman. 

 
Herman How could anyone with a spark of feeling fail to love your work? Perhaps some 

day I could be of more help in other ways. Maybe fix up a fitting studio for you, 
with a garden and a birdbath and anything else you find necessary for your 
contentment. 

 
Selma I’m free tomorrow for lunch. 
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   Island Dancers, Burke. John W. Moseley Photo, Temple University 

 
 

ACT TWO scene 13 

In the art school.  

Selma is covering large mounds of clay with wet cloths. Claude enters. 

Claude  Hi Selma. 

Selma  How have you been? 

Claude  Do you care? 

Selma  Yes. But I assume you’re only here to “borrow” more money. 

Claude You have everything, your degrees that people just hand you every time you 
turn around, awards, commissions, your art shows and now your own school, 
must be nice. 

Selma Claude you lose your attractiveness when you’re bittah, jealous and jaded. 

Claude You could think more about supporting your community. 

Selma And by supporting my community you mean pay my ex-husband’s rent? 

Claude I can’t work right now I’m writing something really important. 

Selma (Flatly) That’s great. Good for you. 

Claude You don’t sound very supportive. 

Selma I have supported you, financially, emotionally, I have poured my whole self into 
you. I have listened to you, paid your debts, looked the other way, picked you 
up off the ground when you drink too much, nursed you when you were beaten 
up, stood up for you with the government, marched in the street for you, taken 
on your pains, your agendas, supported your politics, your ideas, boosted your 
morale, fed your belly and your ego. Claude. We are so done, there is no way to 
possibly tell you how done we are. 
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Claude You’re dating that big shot politician architect I hear. 

Selma Yes, he likes to build things up. You excel in tearing things down. 

Claude I was helping you set standards! 

Selma Jesus, Claude could your way have included just once saying something positive 
about my art. You smashed my maquettes; you destroyed my clay and over time 
you broke me.  

 (Pause) 

Claude (An appeasement) You make nice decorative statues. 

Selma Go to hell. 

Claude No, no you do. I saw that the first time I was in your studio apartment, and you 
showed me that little wooden carving of the mother holding her baby. It was 
very (searches for the word), maternal. 

Selma Get out. 

Claude It’s a sweet sentimental- 

Selma You don’t know what you’re talking about. That depicted something I lived 
through.  

We were at home. My family was all upstairs sleeping. I’m in the kitchen. I had 
bronchitis and momma wanted me to sleep next to the stove to keep warm. The 
quiet was shattered by loud banging on the door. Our dogs bark.  

 (Sfx more banging more barking) 

  I hear “Is me, Mattie Harris from down near the old Forest Dale plantation”.  

Daddy opens the door and Miss Mattie, a babe in her arms, soaking wet bursts in.  

“They done take him Reverend Burke. The sheriff, and a whole posse of mens 
show up at the house and haul out my husband Ronny because some white girl 
says he raped her. He don’t rape nobody Reverend Burke-” 

I didn’t know what rape was, but I knew it must be a bad thing. 

Mattie says “That sheriff have it in for Ronny evah since he buy the old Johnson 
farm last week. Now since we buy it, he been goin’ roun’ saying no nigger have a 
right to own 100 acres of land. He wnna get rid of me too.”  

And daddy says- “Isn’t it always the way with these crackers. Don’t want to see 
nobody get ahead.” 
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 Then car screeching and doors slamming and a loud rapping on the door again. 
Sheriff booms- 

“Open up, open up in the name of the law. I know you got a fugitive in there.” 

And I’m shaking in my shawl, Mattie is terrified, and Daddy calls out “Ain’t no 
fugitive in here Sheriff.”  

And the sheriff says- “I know you got Mattie Harris in theah. I’m going to arrest  
her. I got no quarrel with you Reverend Burke but if you don’t open that theah 
door right now I swear to God I goin’ have to break it down you heah me?  

Mattie whispers “I don’t want bring no troubles on your family-” 

 And daddy says “Selma you know where the keys to the church are, take Mattie 
out by the back door. Go!” So even though I’m not dressed, I grab Mattie by the 
hand I hear the sheriff- “You want mor’ crosses burnt?” 

 Mattie has the baby and we run down the back way through the fields. My lungs 
are on fire, I can hardly breathe as we run though the wet grass. When, when we 
get to the creek which is all swollen from the rain, I look up in the trees and I … I 
see…. I see him hanging there.  

Ronny swinging in the wind.  

We stop.  

Mattie cradles the baby so that he can’t see him. And all time stands still. We 
should be running but we are frozen.  

(Selma slips into the role of holding the baby then collapses on the floor) 

 Mother and Child, Burke 

 For as long as I’m alive I’ll never forget that moment in the dark, wet field and 
what we saw. 
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 (Claude helps her to stand.) 

Claude Husha Husha. That’s an important piece you made. 

Selma I knew that sculptures could be more than art they become a record. Her 
anguished face holding her son. Protecting him from having to look at what white 
men do to Black men. After my bones turn to chalk, my statue of the two of them 
can still testify. 

(Annette enters knowing she is interrupting something, knocks.) 
 
Annette Miss Burke, I’m here for my one-on-one lesson. 
 

(Selma pulls herself together.) 
 
Selma  Come in Annette. 
 

(She goes to her purse and pulls out some bills and hands them to Claude. There 
is a moment. He thinks about kissing her on the cheek, doesn’t. He exits.) 

 
Annette That was nice of you. You know, if you keep the school door locked then beggars 

can’t come in off the street.  
 
Selma That wasn’t a beggar. That was Claude McKay. One of this country’s most gifted 

writers, poets and political activists of the Harlem Renaissance.  
 
Annette Oh. (She takes off her coat changing the subject.) I appreciate you taking me on, 

I’m having trouble, it’s always sculpted perfectly in my mind, it just comes out 
differently. 

Selma You have to have patience with clay. 

Annette I’m just not having a great day I guess. 

Selma Oh? 

Annette Mommy is a democrat and said any artist who worked with FDR was good 
enough for her, but Daddy doesn’t want me taking art classes. So, to get me to 
“reconsider my priorities” in life he punished me by revoking my tennis 
membership at the club. This means I won’t be able to attend the Christmas party, 
which I already have a new velvet dress for. It’s lovely midnight blue with willow 
pattern embroidery… anyway Jimmy won’t get to see it. He’s my tennis coach 
and I think he’s sweet on me, although my friend Margery says he’s sweet on 
everyone. But I love him. 

Selma Well now, that is a problem. 
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Annette You’re an artist, you even have your own art school. It must be nice to be older 
and not have these types of problems. 

Selma If we talk and stop working, the clay will dry up- 

Annette Another problem. Life is just full of problems! They say artists have to suffer for 
their art, but I didn’t think it was going to involve Jimmy not seeing me in my 
new velvet dress! You’re lucky not to have these problems, Miss Selma. 

Selma I don’t have those problems Annette. I have problems finding time to come in 
here every day to wet the cloths to keep the clay pliable for students. I have 
students to find for classes, rent to pay on the studio. I have problems finding 
commissions that pay well, because lord knows teaching won’t keep the lights on. 
My last big commission fell through when I was lied to.  

My problem is when I do busts of white folk, I get criticized for not promoting 
Black folk. When I do busts of Black folk, white folk don’t buy them. When I do 
busts of ordinary folk, I am told serious artist only do famous folk. When I do 
famous folk, the ordinary folk complain I’m full of airs and graces and I get 
disowned by my own community. When I do celebrities, I get criticized for not 
immortalizing “serious people” like politicians. And when I do politicians I’m 
accused of all sorts of things… 

When I create my own work, I’m told it’s not like the work of Matisse. When I 
create work exactly the same work as Matisse, I get told I’m “only aping the 
greats” and I’m “not an original”.  

I got problems with white galleries that won’t show me. I got problems with the 
few galleries where Negros can show but white people don’t go there, and Black 
folk don’t have the money to spend. Because us Black folk make 25 cents on the 
dollar, don’t have the same access to education and healthcare and voting booths 
and restaurants and bathrooms and water fountains… 

You have your troubles with Jimmy the tennis coach, I got troubles with Jimmy 
the Crow. I got problems with segregation and discrimination. I got problems 
being told the only way to solve this is to march with people holding placards, 
who have marched so long they done wore out the soles of their shoes. I got 
problems with the white men who run the government, the law enforcement, and 
the courts- And one white man in particular who stole my portrait that I did of the 
President of the United States. And when I complain about it, the FBI start 
investigating me. My father just died- And this morning when I rounded the 
corner to open the studio for your one-on-one lesson, a 12-year-old white boy spat 
on me and called me a nigger. 

(The Student is aghast. Pause) 
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 (Realizing she has stepped over the line and trying to pull it back to 
teacher/student) And you know the way I deal with my problems?  

(She goes to the life-sized sculpture and rips off the cloth.) 

I come to my studio, I pick up my hammer and chisel and I try to carve out a 
better life for me and for my people. 

I take my body, my poor broken down body, with diabetes that threatens to steal 
my eyesight and cut off my legs. And I work hard, with my bad back and 
shoulders that ache every day from wielding this hammer, this point chisel, and I 
pound, and I pound. When I take a break- I go to the clay and I sit with my 
elephant ear sponges, my loop tools, my fettling knife and toggle clay cutters and 
I fashion for myself and others, great, beautiful art for a world that’s often ugly. 

And when I show my beautiful art to the man that I loved, he says we shouldn’t 
be making beautiful art we should be making art that makes a difference. 

Which brings me to my final and biggest problem Annette, I don’t know if my art 
makes a difference.  

Annette Oh, Miss Selma! I know how you can make a difference. I have this, I, we are 
collecting signatures, the SJC the Social Justice Club at school. 

Selma And what’s this for? 

Annette We’re white people fighting racism and we’re collecting signatures. This will 
help. 

Selma It will? 

Annette Well, not a lot but all of those Confederate statues that are in the southern states 
were put up for oppression and propaganda for the glorification of war and 
justification for… well you know… 

Selma Go on. 

Annette (Can hardly say the word) Slavery. 

Selma I see. 

Annette Some have already been vandalized and spraypainted by more radical groups but 
we want to do it the ethical way. This is to pressure the state governments to take 
them away. My daddy even signed it and he’s a Republican! 

Selma And you want to put them in museums? 

Annette Heavens no! That would only make them more special- we want them melted 
down.  
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 (Annette passes the paper to Selma and holds out a pen. Selma looks at the paper 
and pen and then up at Annette). 

Annette What if one of those men had kidnapped and killed your child would you want to 
walk past it every day? It needs to be destroyed. 

 (Long pause) 

Selma (Quietly) Non.  

  

ACT TWO Scene 14 
 
The Auction House. 
 
A female figure facing upstage is being referenced by an auctioneer.  
 

  Nu des dos etat, Mattise    Girl prone, Burke 

 
Auctioneer (Using the mallet as a gavel. Bang!) And here Ladies and Gentlemen at Christies, 

New York the record has been set! Matisse’s cast of one of his 1930 sculptures of 
a woman's back. Nu de dos etat at 49 million dollars.  

 
(The sculpture repositions, lights shift.) 

 
And here Girl Prone by Selma Burke has just sold for sold for (Bang) 28 thousand 
dollars. 

 
  (Lights shift to-) 
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ACT TWO Scene 15 
 
The divan is a hospital bed. 
 

(Claude is lying in bed. Selma sits beside him in the same place that she was with 
her father) 

 
Claude So you married the rich, white man. 
 
Selma No one has ever loved me the way he does. 
 
Claude I loved you. 
 
Selma In your way.  
 
Claude Did he come too, is he waiting for you in the waiting room? 
 
Selma He’s skiing in Vermont. 
 
Claude  Of course he is. 
 
Selma Why are you here?  
 
Claude I was in Chicago looking for a publisher for My Green Hills. 
 
Selma I may not have been in the healthcare profession for a while, but you don’t look 

so good Honey. 
 
Claude It’s the dropsy. 
 
Selma I thought they drained your heart last time you were in hospital. 
 
Claude  But my kidney’s and…. 
 
Selma Liver… (Looks around) Well you always did need someone to take care of you, 

but the Catholics? 
 
Claude I have converted. 
 
Selma In return for a place to live? 
 
Claude In return for a place to die. 
 
Selma So you said in your letter. 
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Claude There is some overlap in the communist ways and the ways of Catholicism. 
 
Selma Claude, if you were in Japan you would be Shinto, if you were in Morocco you’d 

be Muslim… 
 
Claude I have been writing to Hope. 
 
Selma Your daughter? Will she see you? 
 
Claude No. I wrote to all my friends, publishers and supporters. 
 
Selma And ex-wives. 
 
Claude You’re the only one who came to say goodbye. 
 
Selma You didn’t ask about my work. 
 
Claude Selfish ‘til the end. (Beat) Tell me about your work. 
 
Selma I’m working on my final piece.  
 
Claude Is it political? 
 
Selma Yes. 
 
Claude Is it one of us? 
 
Selma Yes. 
 
Claude Is it to be in private collection? 
 
Selma No. It’s to be in a public park. 
 
Claude Finally. Did your rich husband fund it? 
 
Selma No. The community that commissioned it funded it. They held car washes and 

everything. 
 
Claude Maybe they’ll take care of it then, if they invested in it. Did you get asked or did 

you chase them? 
 
Selma Does it matter?  
 
Claude So, who is your bust of? 
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Selma It’s not a bust, it’s a full body. 
 
Claude Wood like your Pearl S. Buck? 
 
Selma Full sized bronze on a marble plinth. He is reaching out for something just beyond 

his grasp. He has one foot as if climbing up.  
 
Claude Did he make it to the mountain top? 
 
Selma No. He looked over and he saw the promised land and he knew he wouldn’t get 

there with us, but we know we as a people will get there. 
 
Claude Not me. 
 
Selma No, not us. Maybe Hope. 
 
Claude I hope.  
  

(pause) 
 
 I always thought your work was good. 

 
Selma  No you didn’t. 
 
Claude  My favourite piece was the Light and Shadow.  
 
 

  Light and Shadow, Burke 
 
Selma  The torso?  
 

(The torso appears strong and gleaming, a gold torso with black arms legs and 
head, so we only focus on the body.)  
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Claude I thought that was you, coming into your own, your value, shining, worth your 
weight in gold. I never told you it was my favourite.  

 
Selma Thank you. 
 
Claude And I thought I would ask for forgiveness. 
 
 (Claude is the only one who see the statue.) 
 
Selma You think you need that to get to the pearly gates? Forgiveness from god? 
 
Claude From you.  
 
Selma Goodbye Rogue Rebel, I loved you. I forgive you. 
 
 (Selma continues to look down on him in the bed, Claude gets up with the bed 

sheet and goes to the gold torso. The now visible black arms embrace him.) 
  

(The lights transition.) 
 

(A sheet now covers a vertical Claude.) 
 
 
ACT TWO Scene 16 
 
Someplace in her head and her studio then Marshall park. 
 
 

 Rev. Dr. King, Burke                 Claude McKay, Carl Van Vechten 
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(Selma humming “Eyes on the Prize” is putting away tools. She takes a cloth and 
buffs his shoe.) 

 
Selma  Well now, Rev. Dr. King. 
 
King  Well now, Dr. Selma Burke!  
 
Selma  Sure I was awarded eight PHDs but I earned two of ‘em. 
 
King  You got a lot of awards. 
 
Selma You got the Nobel Peace Prize. You represent the best of us. You, so 

appropriately named, are our King.  

King  Which was your favourite prize? 
 
Selma The medal Jimmy Carter gave me in the Oval Office… I hope one day we see a 

Black man sitting behind that desk. Not just any Black man but one that’s noble, 
intelligent, kind and leads with integrity… 

 
King What about a woman? 
 
Selma First things first… Look, almost done. (She takes a step back and looks at him.) 

Aren’t we a pair? 
 
King  You are the most eminent African American sculptor in the USA. 
 
Selma Who else is going to render you? You are the most eminent African American. 
 
King  So why are we chatting? 
 
Selma You sustained us with your vision and your dream. This is my way of saying 

thank you.  
 
King I don’t think so. 
 
Selma I dreamt of, against all odds, using my talents to exalt my people.  
 
King  That doesn’t sound like the real reason. You aren’t the first to sculpt me- 
 
Selma  And I won’t be the last- but you are my last. 
 
King  Well, I’m honoured. 
 
Selma  I usually do busts, it’s a little strange to have to think about all of your anatomy. 
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King  Well it’s been a while since I’ve been touched there… 
 
Selma Now those comments don’t sound like you they sound a bit like my late, ex-

husband. 
 
King Ah, Claude.  
 
Selma Brilliant, talented, died without a dime to his name. 
 
King You have a dime to your name. 
 
Selma  (Laughs) I have, quite a few.  
 
King  You miss Herman lots don’t cha? 
 
Selma I can’t believe I’m a widow again. If he were Black I’d still have a husband. 

White people, why do they gotta go skiing? Black folk have bettah things to do 
than careen down a mountain with those fool things on. Man gave himself a heart 
attack. That man had a big heart. I think it gave out because it was a little bit 
bigger than most. Oooo I loved him. And he adored me. (Beat) I guess you know 
what it is to be adored… 

 
King Well now, I was assassinated… 
 
Selma I heard. The whole world heard. 
 
King So, why am I last? 
 
Selma I’m 80 years old!  
 
King And? 
 
Selma I saved the best for last? 
 
King And? 
 
Selma Okay. The real reason? (pause) I need to assuage my guilt. I wish I had been on 

more marches with you. Done more. Held more signs… 
 
King Signs come and go. They are usually made of cardboard with a wooden stick. I 

am bronze standing on marble. You rendered us, you exulted us. That was your 
dream. 

 
Selma It was. 
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King It was enough. (beat) Give me a hug. 
 
 (Selma holds him) 
 
Selma When I am long gone you will be left standing. (She steps back) 
 
King I hope so. You know other statues have been beheaded or spray painted- 
 
Selma Husha, you’re not even in the park yet. Marshall Park, Charlotte, North Carolina! 

Maybe one day new art will pop up like flowers and populate all parks and streets 
and no-one will see those Confederate statues.  

 
King  You’ve done your part.  

Selma  But there is something-- 

 (She touches his face.) There’s something about your face… not quite…(laughs) 
 
King Why you laughing at my face, Dr. Burke? 
 
Selma Well Dr. King it looks like you- 
 
King But? 
 
Selma You look a little like- 
 
 (They face out as if to a mirror.) 
 
King Yes, I can see it too. He always wanted a statue of himself didn’t he? Why didn’t 

you make one of him? 
 
Selma I gave a lot to that man. I’m fine with it. It’s you I gotta- 
 
King What? 
 
Selma Make my peace with. 
 
King You do good work Dr. Burke. 
 
Selma Why thank you Rev. Dr. King. 
 
King You’ve touched my butt you can call me Martin. 
 
Selma (She laughs and throw the cover over him.) 
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(Brown out) 
 

(The actor upends the wooden rectangle and stands on it.)  
 
(And now we see a pin spot that grows high on a plinth, a statute under wraps, 
with a very large gold cord.)  

 
(The lights shift again, and we transition to Marshall Park. It is a crisp fall day. 
Sfx crowd noises and many voices singing “Eyes on the Prize”.) 

 
Selma VO Once upon a time I was humble, but I don’t feel that anymore… Let everyone 

judge me. Let anyone judge me. I am too proud to ask appeal. I am whatever I 
am.  
 
(Selma is handed the cord. She pulls it and here is Rev. Dr. King, his hand 
reaching out and as if ascending taking a step on the staircase into the future, he 
looks a tiny bit like Claude. Sounds of applause in the park – the lights come 
down the music transitions to upbeat jazz.) 
 

 
 

  Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Burke 
 

 
 

END  


